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Presidential candidates introduced in public forums 
Groups question 
candidate Roger 
Hull on diversity 
BY MEERA FICKLING 
THE FLAT HAT 
At a public forum Monday night 
at the University Center, College 
presidential candidate Roger Hull 
discussed his commitment to campus 
diversity, extensive fundraising expe¬ 
rience and desire to keep the College 
among the nation's top schools. 
Hull, who currently serves as 
president of Union College in Sche¬ 
nectady, N.Y., said that life as a col¬ 
lege president has kept him young. 
"One of the greatest things about 
being around young people is that 
you don't have to grow up," he said. 
As to why he chose the field of 
higher education, he said he believed 
everyone has a responsibility to give 
back to their community. 
"[The College is] the only place 
that interests me right now," Hull 
said. "I think this is a spectacular in¬ 
stitution where I think I can make a 
difference." 
According to Hull, one of the 
factors that attracts him to the Col¬ 
lege is its public nature, a contrast to 
the private universities that he has 
headed thus far. He said he didn't 
want to draw a distinct line between 
the private college and the public, 
however. 
"We're all public institutions; we 
all serve the public," he said. 
Hull's presentation focused 
largely on his extensive experience 
and success in fundraising. 
See HULL ♦ page 3 
McLaughlin woos 
students, lauds 
Sullivan's legacy 
BY CAITLIN WEBER 
FLAT HAT STAFF WRITER 
LAUREN PUTNOCKY ♦ THE FLAT HAT 
Presidential candidates Roger Hull and Virginia McLaughlin spoke at forums for students in the University Center Monday and last night, respectively. 
Virginia McLaughlin, Dean, School of 
Education, College of William & Mary 
— CoHege of William & Mary, B.A., 1971 
— George Peabody College of Education, Vanderbilt 
University, M.A., 1972 
— University of Memphis, Ed.D., 1977 
— College of William & Mary, School of Education, 
Professor, 1983-present (Dean, 1995-present) 
College presidential candidate 
Dr. Virginia McLaughhn answered 
a variety of questions at last night's 
presidential forum. According to 
McLaughhn, the forum, which was 
held in the Chesapeake rooms of the 
University Center, gave her the op¬ 
portunity to talk to students about 
their shared visions for the College's 
future. This was the second of five 
such forums to be held with the 
remaining candidates for the new 
president of the College. 
Student Assembly President set 
nior Ned Rice introduced McLaugh¬ 
lin, '71, who has been an involved 
member of the College's adminis¬ 
tration since 1983. McLaughlin is 
currently the Dean of the School of 
Education and has served on many 
committees over the years. She also 
served as the chief of staff for Presi¬ 
dent Timothy J. Sullivan from 1992 
to 1994. 
After speaking about her own 
history and goals for the College 
if chosen, McLaughlin answered 
questions from students. A com¬ 
mon theme among the questions 
reflected many students' apprehen¬ 
sions of losing Sullivan to retire¬ 
ment. One female undergraduate 
asked McLaughlin directly how she 
would attempt to maintain the spirit 
Sullivan embodied. McLaughlin ac¬ 
knowledged that this is one of the 
See MCLAUGHLIN ♦ page 3 
DON'T STEP ON ME 
LAUREN PUTNOCKY ♦ THE tLAl HAf 
Sophomore Royce McAllister performs with a member of the Step Afrika troupe, a cultural group that specializes in African-inspired dance. 
Senate battles over 
new diversity post 
BY MICHAEL J. SCHOBEL 
FLAT HAT ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
An impassioned debate broke out 
at Wednesday's session of the Stu¬ 
dent Assembly Senate over a bill to 
foster diversity relations between the 
SA and student groups. For nearly 
two hours, senators and .concerned 
students discussed the bill before 
what Senate Chair junior Matt Wig- 
ginton claimed was "the biggest 
crowd we've ever had." Ultimately 
the bill passed overwhelmingly. 
Wigginton and former senator 
sophomore Lydia Bailey introduced 
the Executive Cabinet Position on 
Diversity Initiatives Creation Act at 
last week's session. The initiative 
would create a new cabinet position 
to serve as a haison between minor¬ 
ity groups and the SA. Bailey said 
that the new department would go 
beyond simply advertising programs 
held by minority groups by opening 
a new channel of communication 
for students who previously did not 
know where to turn. 
"It's going to be proactive about 
creating change," she said. 
When drafting the initiative, Bai¬ 
ley said she tried to target four spe¬ 
cific areas that might suffer from dis¬ 
crimination, including groups based 
on gender, rehgion, sexual orienta¬ 
tion and culture. 
Bailey, Wigginton and SA Presi¬ 
dent senior Ned Rice drafted the 
initiative in response to concerns 
among the College administration, 
faculty and students that certain mi¬ 
nority groups were being left out at 
the College. Last year the College's 
Committee on Equal Opportunity 
began considering the issue. Direc¬ 
tor of the committee, law professor 
Susan Grover, attended Wednesday's 
meeting in order to explain the his¬ 
tory of the bill to students. 
"A variety of people said they 
felt unwelcome here," Grover said. 
"You wouldn't believe some of the 
[discriminatory] things that come 
out of people's mouths." 
See SENATE ♦ page 3 
College Students for Life sponsor first annual Pro-Life Week 
BY ANDYZAHN 
FLAT HAT INSIGHT EDITOR 
William and Mary Students for 
Life, the College's anti-abortion or¬ 
ganization, held several events this 
week to commemorate its first an¬ 
nual Pro-Life Week. Activities in¬ 
cluded speakers and a memorial cer¬ 
emony for those the group considers 
victims of abortions. 
According to club President se¬ 
nior Beth Clites, one of the main 
events took place Tuesday. Marcella 
Conigharo gave a presentation about 
her experience having an abortion 
and later regretting her decision. 
"She didn't know how much the 
procedure would hurt her emotion¬ 
ally and physically," Clites said. 
Senior Kristina Christensen, the 
Care Center of Williamsburg co¬ 
ordinator of Students for Life, said 
that women who have abortions re¬ 
port many side effects, and part of 
the group's stated aim is to educate 
people on the harmful effects of 
abortion. 
"Psychological effects of abor¬ 
tion range from depression to sui¬ 
cidal effects to anxiety," Christensen 
said, citing David Reardon of the 
Elliot Institute. "Women claim they 
cannot bond with their ... other chil¬ 
dren. Seventeen out of 21 studies 
show there is a link between having 
an abortion and breast cancer." 
Yesterday, the group held a lu¬ 
minary memorial at the dim Dell. 
The 180 luminaries represent the ap¬ 
proximate 3,600 abortions that occur 
daily in the United States. 
Karen Harris from Black Ameri¬ 
cans for Life gave the Pro-Life Week 
keynote speech today in the Chesa¬ 
peake room of the University Center. 
She spoke about the effects of abor¬ 
tion, especially on minorities. 
"First and foremost, our goal is to 
educate people about exactly what 
abortion is and what it does," Clites 
said. "The end goal is to end abor¬ 
tion in this country." 
Clites and Christensen said the 
group's message is particularly im¬ 
portant on college campuses because 
half of women who get abortions are 
college-aged. 
President of the organization 
Voices of Planned Parenthood Ash¬ 
ley Wilson said her organization has 
different goals from those of Stu¬ 
dents for Life. 
"Vox's concern is that the stu¬ 
dents on this campus get accurate 
information about the issues. Vox 
focuses on education and contracep¬ 
tion because we believe prevention 
[of abortion], not criminalization, is 
the solution," Wilson said. 
Wilson said that Vox had not 
planned any events in response to Pro- 
Life week, but she said that Planned 
Parenthood has done more to curb 
abortions than any other group. Ac¬ 
cording to Wilson, most women who 
receive abortions feel relief, rather 
than regret, after the procedure. 
"We believe that planning sanc¬ 
tifies life and makes every child 
wanted, loved and cared for," Wil¬ 
son said. 
Clites said that Students for Life 
is working with Vox and the Femi¬ 
nist Majority Leadership Alliance to 
try to bring support groups to cam¬ 
pus for women facing the possibility 
of abortion. 
LAURfcN BKYANI . THfc t LAI HAT 
Sophomore Ten Tolpa lights a candle at a pro-life vigil yesterday evening. 
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QUOTATION 
NEWS ♦ FEBRUARY 18, 2005 
George Washington is the only president who 
didn't blame the previous administration for 
his troubles. 
UNKNOWN 
WWW.QUOTEGARDEN.COM 
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Inside this week's issue   Beyond the 'Burg 
As the Caf undergoes renovations, students will be able 
td eat at the UnCommons, a temporary dining structure. 
The new Caf promises better quality dining and variety of 
fcwd, in addition to nice surroundings. 
See CAF, page 7. 
"The Birthday Party" featured fine performances full of 
emotion in this wonderfully bizarre, far-from-ordinary play. 
See BIRTHDAY, page 13. 
"I consider my dues paid; after four years of shelling out 
$26,000 it is past time for me to start bringing home the 
proverbial bacon." 
See INTERNSHIPS, page 4. 
Men's basketball breaks their losing streak with a powerful 
80-54 win over James Madison University. 
See DUPES, page 15. 
linear Yel 
Check out the Flat Hat's newest online addition, a 
two-week long humor contest designed to preserve the 
memory of Timmy J. Go online for more information, 
and submit your entry by Feb. 25 to win a sentimental 
piece of crap. 
See http://flathat.wm.edu. 
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♦ FEWER UVA. APPLICANTS 
INDICATE HAC^ I1J»2DMISSI0NS 
(U-WIRE) CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. - When applying for 
college, students have the option of revealing their racial or ethnic 
identity on their applications. According to a 2003-2004 report by the 
American Council on Education, fewer students nationwide are exer¬ 
cising this option. 
The report, "Minorities in Higher Education," released Tuesday, 
indicated that the number of college students has doubled in the past 
decade while the number of students choosing not to reveal their race 
or ethnicity also has increased. 
Students may identify themselves on the University's online appli¬ 
cation as one of the following categories: American Indian or Alaska 
Native, Asian Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, Native 
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, or white. "Not specified" and "Unclassi¬ 
fied" also are options.... 
Student Council President Noah Sullivan indicated that if fewer 
students choose to indicate their identity, it might be more diffi¬ 
cult for the Office of Admission to ensure diversity, as he said he 
considers race and ethnicity as one way to help ensure diversity in 
general. 
There are a variety of explanations for why students may not indi¬ 
cate their race or ethnicity. ... 
Latino Student Union President Angie Ferrero also suggested that 
students may be afraid of discrimination in admissions decisions. 
Despite fewer students stating their racial or ethnic identity, the 
report also indicated that minority enrollment in colleges throughout 
the country has increased. 
The number of Hispanic college students has increased by 600,000 
in the past decade, black students by 500,000 and Asian-American 
students by 300,000. 
The report attributed the 4.6 percent decline in white student en¬ 
rollment to lower birth rates among whites. 
The number of degrees issued to African-American, Hispanic, 
American-Indian and Asian-American students has doubled in the 
past decade, according to the report. 
— By Devon Rood, Cavaher Daily (U.Virginia) 
— compiled by andy zahn 
♦ NEWS IN BRIEF ♦ 
Law School to hold symposium on Constitution 
The College's Marshall-Wythe School of Law will hold a sym¬ 
posium entitled "Orden v. Perry and McCreary County v. ACLU of 
Kentucky: An Analysis of the Ten Commandments Cases" Feb. 21 at 
3:30 p.m. in room 119 of the law school. It will feature two students 
arguing whether the First Amendment allows the city of Houston to 
display the Ten Commandments on government property. The debate 
will be followed by a presentation on the role of religious symbols in 
American society. The panel will consist of former ACLU President 
Nadine Strossen, Chief Counsel of the American Center for Law and 
Justice Jay Sekulow, fonner U.S. Appeals Court Judge Arlin Adams, 
Va. Congressman Bobby Scott (D-3rd District) and the College's 
school of law Professor William van Alsytne. 
College sets application record for Class of 2009 
The Admissions Office has received a record 10,478 applica¬ 
tions thus far, 268 more than the previous record, according to the 
Office of University Relations. The office estimates that the final 
count will be between 10,500 and 10,600 and that they will likely 
offer admission to only about 3,000 to yield an incoming class of 
1,330 students. 
In addition to the increase in applicants, the College received a 
record 1,891 from students of color, up 12 percent from last year 
and 10 percent from the class of 2007, the previous record year. 
The Admissions Office estimates that the class of 2009 will be 
one of the strongest ever and partially credits the increase in inter¬ 
est to a recruiting strategy that put College students in contact with 
prospective students. 
Sociology professor receives state's top accolade 
During a ceremony at the State Capitol Tuesday, sociology pro¬ 
fessor Kate Slevin received the 2005 Virginia Outstanding Faculty 
Award, the highest honor available for faculty at public universi¬ 
ties. 
In her 18 years at the College, Slevin has taught graduate semi¬ 
nars, undergraduate courses and served as chair of the sociology de¬ 
partment for six years. Slevin was one of 11 other professors from 
around the state who also received the honor this year. The award 
included a lunch with the governor and $5,000. 
— compiled by fill clare and andy zahn 
Friday Saturday Sunday 
WEEKEND 
WEATHER 
■ ^i 
High 410 
L0W200 
High'460 
Low 250 
High 45° 
Low 360 
Source: www.iveather.com 
Thursday, Feb. 10 — A male student re¬ 
ported that an unknown person attempted to 
steal a parking decal, valued at $90, in the fra¬ 
ternity parking lot. ^fe 
Friday, Feb. 11 — A female student report¬ 
ed the petty larceny of her student ID card at 
Spotswood Hall. ^^ 
— Three male students were referred to the 
administration for alleged failure to evacuate 
during a fire alarm at Kappa Alpha. ^P 
— A male student reported the grand lar¬ 
ceny of his bicycle from Yates Hall. Estimated 
value of the bike was $400. ^^ 
Sunday, Feb. 13 — A female student re¬ 
ported vandalism at Bryan Hall. Unknown 
individuals allegedly broke a window on a 
door. ^ft 
— A peeping torn was reported to be in the 
vicinity of Camm Hall. tffc 
Tuesday, Feb. 15 — A male student report¬ 
ed damage to his vehicle on Yates Drive. The 
police report alleged that an unknown indi¬ 
vidual left the scene of an accident. Estimated 
damages were $500. ^^ 
Wednesday, Feb. 16 — A female student 
was referred to the administration for alleged 
underage possession of alcohol and being 
drunk in public at the Alumni House.        ^y 
— A female student reported the grand lar¬ 
ceny of her cellular phone at James Blair Hall. 
Estimated value of the phone was $250.   ^p 
— A female student reported the petty lar¬ 
ceny of her student ID at Jefferson Hall.      ^% 
— compiled by michaelj. schobel 
STREET BEAT : 
What is your reaction to the changes in on-campus housing? 
I lived in Barrett. So I am not a fan 
of the change. It is an all female 
tradition. 
♦ Sydney Foster, sophomore 
Save Barksdale field. It's interesting to see the gender 
changes, but it's making the [rising] 
sophomores worried about lottery. 
♦ Amelia Ebel, freshman * John Sampson, senior 
— photos and interviews by lizzy spencer 
I don't like that boys are living in 
Barrett. They will ruin it. 
♦ Laura Peterson, junior 
NEWS ♦ February 18, 2005 
♦ RESEARCH REVEALS SLEEP BENEFITS BRAIN MORE THAN BODY 
BY BECKY EASLEY 
FLAT HAT SCIENCE COLUMNIST 
Experts have long believed that the main purpose 
of sleep was to provide the body with an opportunity 
to relax, but they were unable to pin down precisely 
which biological function sleep restores. New re¬ 
search has shown that the brain, rather than the body, 
benefits most from sleep. 
According to the Dec. 20, issue of Time Magazine, 
sleep serves an important role in a person's reaction 
time and overall health. For instance, after 18 hours 
without sleep a person's reaction time slows from 
about a quarter of a second to one-half of a second. 
After 20 hours without sleep a person's reaction time 
is the same as that of a person with a 0.08 blood-al¬ 
cohol level. 
With the advent of technology enabling scientists 
to better understand the nervous system, new findings 
suggest that sleep impacts the ability of the brain to 
function more than it affects the activities of the body. 
The brain is a high-maintenance organ that utilizes 
about 20 percent of the body's total energy. 
According to Time, previous studies have shown 
that most mammals cycle between two phases of 
sleep: REM, or rapid-eye-movement, sleep and non- 
REM sleep. Previously, studies suggested that REM, 
the state of sleep where most dreaming takes place, 
was the most beneficial and relaxing type of sleep. 
New studies show, however, that a type of sleep 
called slow-wave sleep, which occurs during non- 
REM sleep, might also be important because of the 
rest that it provides for the brain. Slow-wave sleep 
actually reduces the frequency at which neurons fire, 
which in mm causes the brain to save energy for later 
use, Time reported. This may permit weak connec¬ 
tions to deteriorate, increasing overall efficiency, 
thus clearing the mind and preparing it for additional 
learning. This might also explain why a person can 
find an easier solution to a previous day's problem 
after a good night's rest. 
Research on the relationship between sleep and 
memory is also ongoing. For example, scientists have 
conducted studies that examine people's memory in a 
12-hour time period, with measurements taken before 
and after. Individuals who sleep between tests show 
a significant increase in memory. Time reported. Al¬ 
though the idea that non-REM sleep plays a different 
and possibly more significant role in rest is gaining 
support, it is still only a theory. 
Furthermore, although adequate sleep may im¬ 
prove brain functioning and memory, there is no 
standard length of sleep appropriate for everyone. 
According to Time, sleep experts believe people must 
determine sleep requirements for themselves. 
Many people try to minimize the amount of time 
they spend sleeping by consuming caffeine. Accord¬ 
ing to the January issue of National Geographic, 
caffeine is a naturally-occurring alkaloid that has ad¬ 
dictive qualities and also acts as a psychoactive stim¬ 
ulant. It is also the most commonly used drug in the 
world. Red Bull, one of the newer caffeinated drinks, 
contains the same amount of caffeine as two to three 
12-ounce sodas. 
Despite continued research, a great deal about sleep 
and caffeine remains unknown. Although caffeine is 
not dangerous in moderation, experts argue that those 
who use caffeine to ward off sleep may find them¬ 
selves in a catch-22. Caffeine keeps people awake by 
blocking the chemical that causes sleepiness, known 
as adenosine. In addition, when people do not receive 
their daily dose of caffeine, they may find themselves 
more tired than ever. According to Charles Czeisler, 
a neuroscience and sleep expert at Harvard Medical 
School, although caffeine helps people gain control 
over their body's processes, without enough sleep the 
body will not function at its best physically, mentally 
or emotionally. 
HULL 
FROM PAGE 1 
"I have spent 29 years raising 
money," he said. "An institution 
cannot thrive without adequate fund¬ 
ing." 
He also addressed the charter 
bill under discussion in the Virginia 
General Assembly. Hull said that the 
charter will require the College to 
take more initiative. The bill is very 
important, but he added that it is not 
the answer to all budget problems. 
"The real money ... is going to 
have to come from private sources," 
he- said, but the bill is valuable be¬ 
cause it will reduce red tape. 
"I know that [fundraising] is not 
enough," Hull said. "I believe in be¬ 
ing someone who knows every as¬ 
pect of the institution." 
; Several  students  inquired into 
Hull's attitude toward diversity. 
"I believe strongly in diversity 
and affirmative action," Hull said. "I 
have sought to increase diversity [in 
previous positions]." 
Hull said that there is a relatively 
high percentage of minority students 
at the College but that there is room 
for improvement. Hull added that he 
does not support multicultural af¬ 
fairs offices because they create the 
appearance of having solved a prob¬ 
lem without actually doing so. Still, 
he.said that he is not opposed to the 
College's office. 
'.A student asked Hull what he 
considered to be the role of the Stu¬ 
dent Assembly. 
Hull responded by saying that he 
believes in representative democracy 
rather than town meetings. According 
to Hull, student government is impor¬ 
tant, but the S A should work to com¬ 
municate effectively with the student 
body as a whole. He said he would 
listen to SA representatives, but he 
may not always take flieir advice. 
In addition to his presidential as¬ 
pirations, Hull is currently engaged 
in a project to build a foundation for 
disadvantaged children similar to 
a program he introduced to Beloit 
College 20 years ago. The Beloit 
program allowed underprivileged 
children from local areas to attend 
enrichment classes on campus as 
early as fourth grade. He said it has 
been very successful, with 95 per¬ 
cent of the students who completed 
the full program eventually enrolling 
in college. Hull said that he wants to 
extend the outreach initiative to other 
campuses across the country. 
Another student asked Hull how 
he would balance his time between 
his presidency, his foundation and 
his role as a single father. Hull said 
that he had managed to attend every 
one of his son's drama performances 
while serving as president of Union 
College and referred to himself as a 
"soccer mom." 
Hull said that although he planned 
to retire from the College presidency 
in five to 10 years if chosen, he would 
•not neglect the duties of his position. 
SENATE 
FROM PAGE 1 
After discussing the issue, Gro¬ 
ver said that the committee deter¬ 
mined that the problem could only 
be solved by the students and that 
faculty must persuade students that it 
is up to them to change-^fie culture. 
The focal point of the debate was 
over whether or not other groups 
facing discrimination were left out 
of the initiative's four groups. Sev¬ 
eral senators and students opposed 
to the bill charged that students are 
often discriminated against for other 
reasons, particularly for their politi¬ 
cal opinions. Freshman Sen. Sasha 
Eckstein, a member of the ROTC, 
said that cadets have been called 
"baby killers" and have had vegeta¬ 
bles thrown at them. 
The initiative's most vocal oppo¬ 
nent, freshman Sen. Joe Luppino-Es- 
posito, raised a stir at the beginning 
of the debate by handing out a mock 
constimtion for a White Heterosex¬ 
ual Gentlemen's club and alleging 
that this group, comprising only 30 
percent of the student body, should 
also be deemed a minority group. 
Luppino-Esposito, along with junior 
Sens. Jon Adams and Jhett Nelson, 
sponsored the Activities Council 
Bill, which would have reached out 
to all student organizations, promot¬ 
ing a more coherent social policy, 
according to Adams. 
Proponents of the initiative coun- 
What do Harry Potter, Godzilla, Mickey Mouse and Las 
Vegas all have in common? 
FIND OUT AT 
The William and Mary Concert Band's 
Pops Concert 
February 19, 2005 
7:00 PM 
University Center Tidewater Room 
(across from Zable Stadium) 
$5 Admission/$3 Admission 
for Students and Senior Citizens 
Featuring music including selections from the 
Harry Potter Soundtrack, The Sorcerer's Apprentice, 
Godzilla Eats Las Vegas, and more. 
WW-'WHUiBs 
World Beat: Global 
Kyoto Protocol takes effect 
BY SARAH KALIN 
FLAT HAT STAFF WRITER 
After years of delays, the Kyoto 
Protocol, which regulates interna¬ 
tional gas emissions, was formally 
enacted Wednesday. According to 
the Feb. 16 online edition of the 
BBC, the legislation was proposed 
in 1997. 
The Protocol aims to curb global 
warming by requiring that the 141 
participating countries, which pro¬ 
duce 55 percent of greenhouse gas 
emissions worldwide, reduce the 
industrialized world's accumulated 
emissions 5.2 percent by 2012. Each 
percent above 1990 emissions levels 
in 2002, Ireland 28.9 percent, Greece 
26 percent, Australia 22.2 percent 
and the United States 13.1 percent. 
The Feb. 16 online edition of the 
ABC News reported that the Protocol 
suffered a significant setback when 
President George W Bush pulled the 
United States out of the agreement in 
2001 as his first act in office. Bush. 
claimed that the Protocol was too 
expensive and misguided because it 
delayed the participation of develop¬ 
ing countries. 
Countries supporting the pact 
have continued to petition for U.S. 
involvement. 
er than in telling others what to do. 
Australia also refrained from 
signing the Protocol. 
"Until such time as the major 
polluters of the world including the 
United States and China are made 
part of the Kyoto regime, it is next 
to useless and indeed harmful for 
a country such as Australia to sign 
up," Australian Prime Minister John 
Howard said. 
Australian Environment Minister 
Ian Campbell said that despite their 
official position, Australia was on 
track to cut emissions by 30 percent, 
ABC News reported. 
According to the Environmental 
SITUATION: 
Eight years after the Kyoto convention on climate change, the Kyoto Protocol was formally 
enacted Wednesday. The pact is the first legally-binding plan to tackle climate change caused by 
green house gases. Some fear that the Protocol, which requires participating countries to cut their 
emissions to their levels in 1990, may be economically damaging because many countries have far 
surpassed those levels. Neither the United States nor Australia are participants in the treaty. 
St 
country has its own reduction target 
according to its pollution level. Large 
developing countries such as India, 
Brazil and China are not required to 
participate until 2012. 
This international pact is the first 
legally-binding plan to tackle cli¬ 
mate change. It was built off an idea 
proposed at the 1992 Earth Summit, 
which proposed stabilizing emissions 
at 1990 levels by 2000, the Feb. 16 
edition of the Environmental News 
Network reported. Many countries 
claim that signing the agreement 
would be economically damaging, 
since emissions have long surpassed 
their 1990 benchmarks. For exam¬ 
ple, Spain and Portugal were 40.5 
tered that not only would the Activi¬ 
ties Council Bill add bureaucracy, 
it missed the point of the initiative, 
which was to engage all minority 
students rather than organizations. 
"Political organizations don't 
experience the same kind of dis¬ 
crimination," sophomore Sen. Vic¬ 
tor Sulkowski, a co-sponsor of the 
initiative, said. »- = ~r 
l^wfycgnclusiongf debate, all at¬ 
tempted amendments to the initiative 
failed, and the bill passed unchanged 
with a vote of 16-2-1. 
Following the vote, Luppino- 
Esposito accused the senate of dis¬ 
crimination. 
'The senate has proved once 
again that it will not hear from a sig¬ 
nificant minority on campus: conser¬ 
vatives," he said. 
Assuming that Rice, who helped 
draft the initiative, signs it, Wiggin¬ 
ton said that he hopes the position 
will be filled immediately. 
As for filling the role, "my per¬ 
sonal choice is the person who 
worked with me every step of the 
way, Lydia Bailey," Wigginton said 
Other bills passed that evening 
included the Executive Spending 
Limitation Resolution, a bill updat¬ 
ed yearly that allows the executive 
branch to spend up to $1,000 per 
month without senate approval. The 
UCAB Relief Bill also passed. The 
legislation allocated up to $10,000 in 
emergency funds to UCAB in order 
to help pay for a concert by the lap- 
hop group The Roots. 
"We have been calling on the 
United States to join. But the coun¬ 
try that is the world's biggest emitter 
has not joined yet, and that is regret¬ 
table," Chief Cabinet Secretary Hi- 
royuki Hosoda, Japan's top govern¬ 
ment spokesman said, according to 
ABC News. 
Canadian Prime Minister Paul 
Martin has pledged that his country 
will bring the United States and oth¬ 
er major polluting nations into the 
Protocol, according to the Feb. 16 
online edition of Reuters. Some Ca¬ 
nadian critics, however, say they feel 
Canada's efforts should be directed 
towards forming a plan to meet their 
own reduction quota in Ottawa rath- 
MCLAUGHLIN 
FROM PAGE 1 
more common questions from both 
students and staff and that "follow¬ 
ing Tim [Sullivan] is one of the most 
intimidating tasks." 
Although asserting her individual- 
itj|McLaughlin said that she believes 
in iind supports many of the same is- 
sues as Sullivan and, if chosen, would 
continue to support those measures. 
She was then asked if she would 
change anything about the direction 
in which the College is headed. 
"I think we're on exacdy the right 
course, and the College doesn't need 
somebody with a radically different 
vision," McLaughlin responded. 
Referring to her participation on 
many committees and task forces 
over the years, McLaughlin made it 
clear that she has been involved with 
many of the issues actively pursued 
by Sullivan. 
"I've served on just about every 
committee in this place," she said, cit¬ 
ing her involvement with the revival 
of certain traditions such as the Yule 
Log, support for diversity on campus 
and improvement of the Williamsburg 
social scene. 
Students also asked McLaughlin 
if she intended to continue traditions 
like the Yule Log ceremony if she 
were chosen as the next president. 
"I love traditions and would look 
forward to continuing those and per¬ 
haps beginning new ones," she said. 
News Network, continued currency 
emission rates will result in more ' 
hurricanes, floods, droughts and ris-*■', 
ing sea levels due to melting glaciers. ' 
The sea-level shift will threaten low- 
lying islands and coastal cities such 
as New York. 
Japan is currently contemplating 
a "carbon tax" to penalize polluters. 
Other countries favor increased use 
of nuclear energy and energy-saving 
technology, ABC News reported. 
Nobel Prize winner Wangari 
Maathai told the BBC that the Kyoto 
Protocol would require more than 
the efforts of governments and busi-. 
nesses; it would require a change in' 
the way people live. 
When asked if she would dress 
as Santa for the Yule Log ceremony, 
McLaughlin responded, "I've never 
worn a beard and mustache, but that 
might be fun. And I'm not going to* 
read 'How the Grinch Stole ChristT*^ 
mas,'I'm going to recite it." >£ 
She proceeded to demonstrate by>^ 
delivering the first few stanzas of the ^ 
poem to loud applause from students., ** 
The focus of the forum shifted ta ■* 
questions of future funding for the ■ 
College. McLaughlin said that this 
would always be a source of trouble 
for public institutions, but added that 
her level of experience in dealing 
with policy makers on the state level 
could prove to be helpful. 
"When it comes to making the case 
in Richmond as Dean of the School 
of Education, I do spend a great deal 
of my time there already, and I know 
my way around," she said. 
Along with the question of fund¬ 
ing came the issue of the Charter. 
Initiative, the measure intended to- 
grant public institutions of higher 
learning greater autonomy from the 
commonwealth. McLaughlin said, 
she supported the proposal. 
"I think it's a bold move but a 
very necessary one," she said. 
Beyond these main issues, a va-; 
riety of other topics were addressed 
by students' questions, including 
McLaughlin's goals for the study 
abroad program, continued sup¬ 
port for diversity on campus and 
increased collaboration between un¬ 
dergraduates and graduate students.    , 
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KnowYour Fleet: 
Networking 
with 
Patty Purish O'Neill 
Wednesday, 
February 
23rd 
4 pm—5:15 pm 
Campus Center 
Little Theatre 
Pick up a brochure at the Student Activities Office or UC Info 
Desk for complete listing of workshop topics and dates! 
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Slow walkers and fast golf 
carts on campus pose danger 
See PEDESTRIAN RAGE, page 5 
r 
Class gift donation 
shows appreciation 
There are times in our college careers when we feel as if we're being pulled in 20 
different directions and doing poorly in everything that we attempt. For many, senior year 
is that time; colloquia, honors presentations, internship and job applications and the looming 
finality of graduation take priority over our regular reading, class work and assignments 
(not to mention Mug Night, sleep and social interaction). It is important, though, that we 
remember throughout all of this how we've been able to accomplish what we have achieved. 
The Senior Class Gift is not only a way for us to show our appreciation to the College, it also 
acts as an investment in our alma mater's future and in the reputation of our degrees. 
The idea of students giving back to the College with a Senior Class Gift began back in 
1974. It is fairly easy to see the fruits of our predecessors' labors: the University Center 
Terrace and the walls around old campus are concrete (or, well, brick-and-mortar) remind¬ 
ers of how past classes have made quantifiable contributions to the campus landscape. 
According to the senior class officers, this year's participation is well below average; they 
are concerned not with getting a cipher stamped on our class tile on the old campus walk, 
but with getting enough money to make a significant donation. 
It seems that when asked, students express some amount of animosity toward the idea 
of giving the College more money after spending approximately $50,000 to $100,000 on 
their educations. Both in- and out-of-state students have their excuses: "My parents have 
given the College enough money in taxes ..." and "I'm bearing the weight of the College's 
financial burden," respectively. While we do not deny that tuition is a significant sum, the 
benefits of voluntarily giving dramatically outweigh the cost. 
Large benefits for donors are one area in which the donation process could be improved. 
We recognize that donors do not give with the expectation of immediate personal rewards, 
but donation perks can make a difference between deciding to give $99 for two years or 
$105 (to become eligible for Senior Circle membership). Many of the incentives for that 
program, as well as the more costly ones, are only useful for graduates who choose to stay 
physically close to the College. An invitation to a Muscarelle opening might be cool, but if 
the donor lives in California, that isn't a whole lot of incentive to come back. 
However, a $20 donation is not much to ask for, considering what we will have gained 
from our experience here. For the purpose of comparison, gum chewers can spend about 
$50 per year on their habit; pack-a-week smokers set themselves back, conservatively, 
$150 per year and compulsive magazine readers spend about $40 annually. Think about 
how you are spending your money and how much you have benefited from your time here. 
Even if you don't like the College or have had a terrible experience, you should donate 
money to improve those lagging programs or services of which you disapprove. When 
students give to the Senior Class Gift, they have the option of designation their money to 
the academic department or student organization of their choice, or they can donate to the 
campus beautification/new tree fund. A specific, targeted donation can make the impact 
of your dollars felt. We have the power to give future students one less thing to complain 
about, and we should not miss that chance. 
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Asian standards of beauty 
different, but not so foreign 
', As I disembarked my United Airlines flight into 
'Hong Kong last March, I breathed a sigh of relief at 
Jthe sight of two women greeting the new arrivals. 
|At 5'!", 103 lbs and Asian myself, I am generally 
J^^^^^^^^^ regarded as thin in the United 
I^^^^^^^^^H States. Having been warned, 
I^^B^m^H however, that women in Asia 
'J^^f !^H    were overa" much thinner, the 
'^■K- "rj^M two chubby young greeters 
•^HP*"1 """^^B immediately put me at ease. I 
-^■j j^B    was still thin. 
.^Ky£|jg||^H After that point,  however, 
•^^^^^^^^^H I had no other such moment. 
[HH^HHIHI Besides being told by my 
[MOniCS American   travel   companion, 
^LOVeley Jared, who had been living in 
| Taiwan for the past year, that 
[Asian women would think I was fat, every time I 
[walked into a clothing store I was handed a large 
size. The completely foreign Asian standard of 
beauty for women hit me like a slap in the face 
[(probably making my oversized jowls wobble in the 
[process). 
The figure standard is one of extreme thinness. 
'This standard causes a type of near-obsession, espe- 
•cially among women of the urban and upper classes. 
•One woman said that .she loved being pregnant 
because then she could eat anything. In a culture 
ithat discourages childbirth, however, hips that look 
llike they could actually birth babies are looked down 
'upon. 
I Another well-noted beauty phenomenon is the 
idealization of white skin. In China, skin whiteners 
[are the best selling beauty product; in a store where 
J had trouble finding conditioner I found aisles 
[devoted solely to skin whitening products. Though 
this obsession is often compared to women's desire 
to be tan in the United States, the fact is that tan- f ■hing is a natural reaction to sun exposure, while 
[jvhite skin on naturally tan Asians is a result of 
■chemicals. 
•[    All actresses and singers have incredibly bleached, 
iinrealistically white faces. Aimee, one of the most 
popular pop singers in China, is reputed to not only 
bleach her skin but also to have had several surger¬ 
ies to appear more western. Part of this stems from 
a desire to emulate Americans. Jared, with his blue 
eyes, blonde hair, and tall stature, if not exactly 
Abercrombie model material, certainly found no 
shortage of dating prospects. In ex-patriot heavy 
Hong Kong, every beautiful Asian woman I saw was 
with a mediocre white man. This struck me as some¬ 
thing of a cultural repudiation. 
The two most common things I was told concern¬ 
ing my looks were that I looked like I was 17 (when 
I am actually 20) and that I was beautiful, the latter 
occurring about three times a day. 
These comments really took me aback, partially 
because I was habitually clad in the same pair of 
muddied jeans, sneakers and a T-shirt, and because 
here in the United States, as much as my friends 
may love me, I am willing to bet that the first word 
they use when describing me to strangers is not 
"beautiful." How then was I to resolve these two 
perspectives? 
First of all, I was told a couple of times that my 
eyes were very large. This is not something I am 
told in the United States, but the fact that I actu¬ 
ally have eyelids (a western attribute) is unusual 
among Asians. Secondly, after having endured a 
long Michigan winter, my skin was relatively white. 
Finally, I have not engaged in the same kind of pro¬ 
longed agricultural based lifestyle, and thus my body 
has aged in a gentler fashion. 
Adding to the schism of perspectives, here in 
America I do not fit the typical standard of beauty, 
the paramount criteria being that one must look 
"American" (i.e. Caucasian). 
Here, friends call my freckles "cute." In Asia, it 
would be an insult to even bring attention to freckles, 
which are seen as a flaw. 
Though these ideals are nourished by exposure to 
Occidental culture, one cannot say that these ideas 
are solely a product of this exposure. The dual ide¬ 
alization of thinness and whiteness has much deeper 
cultural roots. If they are problematic, they are no 
more so than the beauty ideals that exist in American 
culture today. 
Monica Loveley is a staff columnist for The Flat 
Hat. She is currently is a senior at the College. 
YOU KNOW, IN A UfMf, I'M 
AWIOST BLAP IT 6£TS COU? 
SO SOON IN TH£ AFTERNOONS, 
CIBAQS OUT All THOSE 1/1710    ■ 
SKINNY etRLS lYINO OUT ON 
BARK£$PAL£ LIKE TINY OBSTACISS '■ 
AS I flWKE m KWY BBWGBhi 
ClASSB, OO YOU KNOW HOW 
AMNY TOES I'VE STUB8EP ON 
THEIR BONY HIPS?? 
Internships delay money- 
making, career discovering 
Angela 
Casolaro 
"Forget the Peace Corps, beach trips and vaca¬ 
tions in Europe ... These days, many college students 
believe they can't afford to waste time on anything 
that is not directly tied to their careers." 
These words in a Jan. 24 
article in The Capital Times 
(Madison, Wis.), comprehen¬ 
sively sum up the current trend 
in pre-graduation resumd beef¬ 
ing. The statement diverges 
from Vice President Sadler's 
Feb. 9 e-mail boasting of the 
College having "the eighth 
largest number of graduates 
currently serving in the Peace 
Corps for schools in [its] size 
category." Sadler's e-mail thor¬ 
oughly surprised me, mainly because I do not know 
a single graduate in the Peace Corps. Perhaps I don't 
get out much. 
Of porhaps I haw-been- sw-basy building my resu¬ 
me and honing my networking skills that I have never 
come in contact with anyone devoted more to helping 
others than advancing his or her own career. 
A bit hyperbolic, yes, but bordering on truth. 
I may not know anyone in the Peace Corps, but 
I know plenty of students who have taken summer 
classes despite not needing credit ("enrichment," 
some call it) or nixed a summer of beach bumming in 
favor of interning for little or no pay. (These very stu¬ 
dents are sending out applications for summer 2005 
as you read this.) 
As I spend my semester as a lowly intern, the 
thought of promoting peace around the world post- 
graduation seems ludicrous. This being my third 
internship, I have spent too many hours in front of 
outdated computers and temperamental fax machines 
to enter the "real world" only to volunteer my time 
even more. I consider my dues paid; after four years 
of shelling out $26,000 a year, it is past time for me to 
start bringing home the proverbial bacon. 
So why the push for internships? Without intern¬ 
ships, we are led to believe, employers are less likely 
to hire us for entry level positions. What's more dis¬ 
heartening is that many internships actually require 
prior internship experience, begging the questions: 
Why do we need to intern in order to intern some¬ 
where else? When have we learned enough to start 
getting adequately compensated for our time? J 
Whatever happened to paying student loansf? 
Personal expenses? Study abroad costs? Magazii^ 
and newspaper articles encouraging students to inteiji 
make paying for everyday life seem of secondai^ 
importance to increasing one's "career opportuni¬ 
ties." j 
While an internship can open doors and eyes iin 
ways that classroom instruction cannot, not being able 
to pay for school or your car insurance as a result cif 
slaving 9 to 5 at a low-paying internship also providee 
an education not available within the hallowed wal4 
of Tucker. ! 
I have been fortunate enough to live at home dur¬ 
ing my intern stints while my parents footed my foo4, 
lodging, and transport bills. My current intemshij) 
requires that I receive college credit for the progranj, 
essentially making me pay to intern. Somehow tl^ 
LexisNexis fiin doesn't quite compensate for the hid¬ 
den costs of interning. " *' 
- My internships have prepared me for the workhw 
world in ways that my education at the College couln 
not, with lessons in business etiquette, office politic? 
and the actual tasks of individuals working in thei 
fields. Yet, after my internships, I am no closer tj) 
choosing a career. And frankly, I have no idea if thesf 
internships will actually make a difference in helpin| 
me get a job post-college that satisfies me emotionall^ 
or financially. j 
In the pursuit of scoring the most prestigiou^ 
internships, I have strayed from the pursuit of finci- 
ing a meaningful career. However, as the push fot 
job applicants to have intern experience grows, it $ 
unlikely that most of us — myself included — wii 
turn down a great internship in a field in which we 
may not want to work five years down the line it 
favor of folding shirts or frothing lattes. s 
I may not be going into the Peace Corps, but I lik^ 
to think I am contributing to the world of overqualij- 
fied but underpaid workers as much as the alums of 
which Sadler is so proud. Luckily for me, privatfc 
firms and corporations everywhere are ready and willj- 
ing to capitalize on the free labor offered by type-^ 
college students seeking resume fodder. You thought 
the days of purposeless overachieving were over aftefr 
high school? Ha. 
Angela Casolaro is a staff columnist for The Flat 
Hat. She is currently is a junior at the College. 
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Everyday walking hazardous to mental, physical health 
Kimberly 
Till 
;.  I have a bad case of pedestrian rage. The feeling is all too familiar: 
a surge of adrenaline, an almost irresistible urge to toss social decorum 
by the wayside and verbally assault people who piss me off, a wistful 
"wish for some sort of air horn to alert sidewalk obstructors of 
my presence and my need for them to get 
out of my way. Maybe I should get a bell. 
Or one of those car horns that plays "La 
Cucaracha!" 
In all seriousness, some people walk 
far too slowly. I know I'm taller than the 
average man (I believe the worldwide 
mean is five feet, nine inches), so my 
stride may exceed those of the diminutive 
portion of the population, but there is no 
conceivable reason for such a large num¬ 
ber of people to walk at such a ridiculous 
snail's pace. I have back-to-back classes in Morton and Blair, 
respectively, and it's hard enough to complete the trek in the 
10 allotted minutes without being forced to circumvent a heard 
of slow-moving students or maneuver around that person who 
just stops out of nowhere to dig through his or her bag, usually 
to retrieve a ringing cell phone. 
As if other walkers, joggers and the occasional rogue squir¬ 
rel aren't bad enough, the pedestrian at the College must also 
contend with bicycles. 
Now, in theory, sidewalks are to be used for walking, but 
as a former campus bicyclist, I fully support sharing our walk¬ 
ways with our two-wheeled friends. However, I am also of the 
firm belief that running people off the sidewalk is not cool, 
nor is waiting until you're right behind them to yell "EXCUSE ME!" 
That will only serve to startle them, triggering the fight or flight reflex, 
which may or may not cause them to stick out an arm and clothesline 
you. Remember those "bicycles share the road" signs you see on roads 
around Williamsburg and apply them to your travels on campus side¬ 
walks. 
Far worse than inconsiderate bicyclists, however, are the ubiqui¬ 
tous golf carts — or as I like to call them, "Death on Wheels" — that 
can be seen tearing around campus at any given time. I don't know if 
those things come equipped with horns, but if they don't, I respect¬ 
fully suggest that horns be installed ... perhaps of the "La Cucaracha" 
variety. Or maybe just a bullhorn to announce their impending arrival: 
"Look out, unsuspecting student minding her own business and walk¬ 
ing to class. We are approaching your person at a rapid velocity. If 
you do not step aside, you will likely be killed or maimed. 
Thank you." 
Beyond the sidewalks of campus, we encounter the other 
four-wheeled menace — cars (trucks, SUVs, dune bug¬ 
gies, whatever). In the nearly four years I have spent in 
Williamsburg, I've developed the nasty habit (commonly 
known as "Williamsburg Syndrome") of strolling out into 
the road without bothering to look for traffic. This is a habit 
I must break before I move to a real ... um, I mean bigger 
... city, or I will end up road kill, struck down in my prime, 
most likely by a cab driver. But while pedestrians are guilty 
of not looking, so too are drivers. And because drivers are 
behind the wheels of a 1000-plus-pound metal weapon, 
while pedestrians are comparatively small, squishy and 
breakable, drivers really should be more cautious. 
And don't even get me started on sidewalk conditions. 
Even in perfect weather, brick walkways can be a little 
treacherous, especially if you're wearing high heels. But 
every time there is even the slightest bit of rainfall, the 
campus turns into the physical challenge from Double 
Dare: a construction-induced mud slide across from Small, 
"Landrum Falls" gushing down the stairs next to Crim Dell, 
the Sunken Gardens turning into the Dismal Swamp and wet 
moss-slicked bricks everywhere you turn. Traction Wouldn't 
be much worse if you sprayed the bottoms of your shoes 
with Pam non-stick cooking spray and ran across a Slip 'n' 
Slide; at least that way you may actually gain some impressive sliding 
distance before you fall on your ass. 
Kimberly Till is the Flat Hat Copy Chief. She always wanted to go 
on Double Dare and tends to exaggerate just a little bit. She is cur- 
Are you: 
Opinionated? Funny? Artistic? 
Then you might be just what we are 
looking for in a new editorial cartoonist! 
For more information, contact the Opinions Lditor atthopnssg'wm.ectu. 
©he flat lat 
fhopns@wm.edu 
Letters to the Editor and columns are 
due 5 p.m. Tuesday for publication 
the following Friday. All submissions 
must be typed and double-spaced, 
and must include the author's name, 
telephone number and any relevant 
tides or affiliations with campus or 
national groups. Letters should be no 
more than 300 words, columns should 
be no more than 700 words. The Flat 
Hat reserves the right to edit all ma¬ 
terial. Because of space limitations. 
The Flat Hat may not publish all sub¬ 
missions. Columns and Letters to the 
Editor express the views of the writer. 
The 16th Annual Cohen Forum at the College of William and Mary 
FILMING WOMEN'S HISTORY 
Thursday, February 24-Sunday, February 27 
All Events are free and Open to the Public 
http://www.wm.edu/charlescenter/index.php7id=1298 
for late-breaking event announcements! 
Filming Women's History: Getting an early start on Women's 
History Month (celebrated in March), this year's Cohen forum brings 
together a diverse group of films, award-winning filmmakers, and 
eminent scholars to reflect on how motion pictures have served—or 
perhaps obscured—understandings of women's history, 
Thursday, February 24 at 7 p.m., Kimball Theatre 
Cultural Historian Susan Douglas with Down with Love 
Friday, February 25 at 4 p.m., Kimball Theatre 
Boys Don't Cry Q&A with Christine Vachon following 
Friday, February 25 at 7 p.m., Kimball Theatre 
Independent Film Producer Christine Vachon with Far From Heaven 
Saturday, February 26, at 2 p.m., Washington 201 
Film Historian and Theorist Linda Williams speaks on "'White 
Slavery' or the 'Ethnography' of Sex Workers: Women in Stag 
Films at the Kinsey Archive." 
Saturday, February 26 at 7 p.m., Kimball Theatre 
Documentary Filmmaker Laurie Kahn-Leavitt with her most 
recent film Tupperwarel 
Sunday, February 27 at 2 p.m., Kimball Theatre 
Film Historian Jane Gaines with Rare, Archival Prints of 
Short Films by Women Film Pioneers of the Early Cinema 
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Spring Into 
Action 
ir
 Mark your Calendars for Spring 
"Into Action: the College's annual 
'■day of service in the community will 
take place on April 2. Contact the 
"Office of Student Volunteer Services 
for information. 
i ■'' 
i y,   ^ 
Spring Break 
Service 
•"•   Housing Partnerships needs help 
during spring break. Drywall work 
i ii needed for a lady whose chil- 
* dren have elevated lead levels. No 
■'•skills necessary. E-mail Drew at 
'.'•'adstel® wm.edu for more informa- 
'•fion or to sign up. 
■;-'' 
-»i Potato Drop 
* '   The William & Mary potato drop 
is March 19 at 8 a.m. Volunteers 
* are needed to bag and load potatoes 
'onto trucks from area food banks 
■I for distribution to people in need in 
'Williamsburg, central and eastern 
Virginia and Washington, D. C. 
•' '  For more information or to sign 
Jup contact David Hindman at 229- 
"6832 or DTHindman@aol.com. 
V 
Head Start 
Head Start is hosting a festival 
■ with the Williamsburg Department 
of Social Services at the Historic 
,'Triangle  Center on  Waller Mill 
!Road on April  13 from 10 a.m. 
"to noon. Seeking 5 to 15 volun¬ 
teers to help with children's activi¬ 
ties.  Contact  Erin  Culpepper  at 
echsec @ widomaker. com 
ti&a 
House 
Construction 
The William & Mary House is 
in the home stretch. Groups are still 
needed to help with construction 
Feb. 21 through 26. Contact Abbitt 
Woodall at Housing Partnerships at 
221-0225. 
Summer 
Service 
Summer Service Grant applica¬ 
tions are available now at the Office 
of Student Volunteer Services on the 
second floor of the Campus Center. 
Grant Proposals are due by 5 p.m. 
on March 18. 
we respect everyone's right to pri¬ 
vacy and promise each other confi¬ 
dentiality about who attends, and no 
one is ever obligated to say whether 
they're gay or straight. For more 
information contact faculty modera¬ 
tor George Greenia at 221-3676. 
Food Co-op 
Tired of the limited choices for 
on-campus dining, taking the bus or 
bumming a ride to the grocery store 
and paying too much for food at 
Ukrops and the Student Exchange? 
Are you looking for a cheaper and 
easier way to feed yourself? If so, 
learn about the new Buying Club 
Co-op starting up on campus. E- 
mail Abby at aladam@wm.edu to 
learn about buying clubs and organic 
foods. 
Project HOPE        WM Cans 
The Project HOPE of Virginia 
will hold the Ensuring Educational 
Access and Success conference in 
Colonial Williamsburg on March 7 
and 8. Volunteers are needed to help 
with minor duties and can attend 
free of charge. Information about 
the speakers, sessions and how to 
contact us is available on our web¬ 
site at www.wm.edu/hope. 
Support Group 
The Gay Student Support Group 
is open to all members of the College 
community, both gay and straight. 
Discussions range from history and 
pohtics to dating, love and family. 
We meet from 8 to 9 p.m. in the 
Catacombs student lounge under St. 
Bede's Church on Richmond Road 
every Monday night that classes are 
in session. There are only two rules: 
WM Cans is now accepting sub¬ 
missions. The deadline is March 1. 
Entry fees are $10 for short films 
of less than 30 minutes, $15 for 
feature films of over 30 minutes 
and $5 per additional submission. 
Submissions must be either VHS 
or DVD. For more information, see 
www.wm.edu/so/wmcans. 
Driving Classes 
Defensive Driving classes have 
been scheduled for the spring semes¬ 
ter. Get certified to drive a college 
car or van. You cannot drive any 
college vehicle without this training, 
and you cannot take the class if you 
have had a moving violation within 
the past year. 
There is a $20 deposit (check 
preferred) required to reserve a spot, 
which will be refunded upon attend- 
W* 
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YOU DON'T NEED TO 
SHOW AN ID. FOR THE 
BEST BURGER IN TOWN. 
We don't care how old you are to come to the Leafe for 
lunch or dinner, snacks or desserts. That'd be anytime 
between Ham and 9pm. So, unless you'd really rather 
go to the UC or the Caf to eaLxome on by for great food 
and great people. 
Check out our daih Lunch & Dinner Specials 
atwww.greenkafe.eom. 
Enjoy Wireless Web access in our dining room. 
& Dinner hours. 
Proudly owned and operated by W&M Alums 
The Green Leale Cafe 
/65 Scotland St. 
Right across from Zable Stadium and the 
Alumni House. Corner of Scotland St. and 
Richmond Rd. 
ing the class. Cancellations must 
be made no later than 5 p.m. on 
the Wednesday before the class in 
order to receive a refund. To sched¬ 
ule, bring your deposit to Linda 
Williams in the Student Activities 
Office, Campus Center Room 203. 
Call Linda Williams at 221-3269 
with questions. 
Classes will be held in the 
Recreational Sports Classroom Feb. 
19, Feb. 20 and Feb. 26. All classes 
are at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
Relaxation 
Sessions 
Group relaxation sessions are 
open to all students and include deep 
breathing, progressive relaxation, 
autogenic training for stress reduc¬ 
tion and guided imagery exercises. 
All sessions are 30 minutes and 
experiential in nature. Sessions meet 
in Blow Hall 240 and are facilitated 
by Felicia Brown-Anderson, who 
can be contacted at lxbrow@wm. 
edu. Sessions are every Wednesday 
at 1:15 p.m. 
Grad Students 
This support and education¬ 
al group is for graduate students 
enrolled at the College. This group is 
designed to assist students in dealing 
with the demands and challenges of 
being in graduate school; learning 
coping strategies, sharing struggles 
and supporting others in their chal¬ 
lenges. Meetings are TXiesdays 3 to 
4:30 p.m. in Blow Hall 240 and are 
facilitated by Scott Liu. A 30 minute 
pre-meeting is required. Call 221- 
3620 to schedule. 
Interpersonal 
Group 
Do you wonder how you come 
across to others? This group provides 
a place where you have an oppor¬ 
tunity to give feedback on issues 
regarding relationships, be able to 
examine what works and what does 
not, improve communication skills 
and become more confident in social 
situations. Sessions meet in Blow 
Hall 240 on Tuesdays 10 to 11:30 
a.m., Wednesdays 3:15 to 4:45 p.m. 
and Thursdays 3:30 to 5 p.m. 
Piano Concert     Health Group 
Thomas Otten, classical pianist, 
will perform at the Ewell Recital 
Hall on Feb. 27 at 3 p.m. Otten has 
won numerous national and interna¬ 
tional prizes. He has appeared at the 
Kennedy Center, Lincoln Center, 
Carnegie Hall and Severance Hall 
and is a Steinway Artist. The con¬ 
cert is free and open to the pubhe. 
For information call Judy Zwerdling 
Zwelling, ECS manager, at 221- 
1082. 
Body Image 
Group 
This support group is for" students 
who struggle with issues concerning 
food. This may involve compulsive 
eating, binging/purging practices, 
food restriction and/or thinking too 
much about food. Sessions meet 
each Friday from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. 
in Blow Hall 240. Contact facilitator 
Jan Pattis at japatt@wm.edu. 
Diverse Women 
A support group for women who 
identify as members of an ethnic 
minority group on campus. This 
group addresses the ramifications 
of being minority women at the 
College and builds a supportive net¬ 
work for group members. The group 
will help participants explore per¬ 
sonal, academic, spiritual, family or 
relationship concerns that may be 
interfering with a sense of balance 
and well being. Sessions are held in 
Blow Hall 240 and are facilitated by 
Carina Sudarsky-Gleiser and Felicia 
Brown-Anderson. 
Women and 
Self-Esteem 
An eight to 10 session work¬ 
shop to address how family, rela¬ 
tionships, body image issues, the 
media and societal expectations of 
women affect their self-esteem. The 
workshop uses self-esteem-enhanc¬ 
ing exercises and is intended to help 
build skills to foster a positive self- 
image. Sessions are Fridays 3 to 5 
p.m. in Blow Hall 240 and are facili¬ 
tated by Carina Sudarsky-Gleiser. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT 
SPRING BREAK 2005. 
Travel with STS, America's 
#1 Student Tour Operator to 
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, 
Bahamas and Florida. NOW 
HIRING ON-CAMPUS 
REPS. Call for group 
discounts. Information/ 
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 
or www.ststravel.com. 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, 
Bahamas, & Florida. Best 
Parties, Best Hotels, Best 
Prices! Group Discounts. 
Organizers Travel Free! 
Space is limited. Book Now 
and Save! 
1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours. 
com 
HEALTH 
leadache? Neck pain? 
Jack pain? Sports injury? 
Stress? 
We can help. Visit www.per- 
bnnancechiropractic.com 
to see how 
CHIROPRACTIC, 
ACUPUNCTURE,       and 
MASSAGE help you be your 
best. For more information, or 
to schedule an appointment, 
:all Performance Chiropractic 
at 229-4161. 
^ad authorized by Dr. Daniel 
Shaye, chiropractic physician, 
w,frM iQQm  
Coach or coaches needec 
for a 1st and 2nd grade rec 
team. A stipend will be paic 
for an individuals or pair oi 
individuals to coach in out 
club's outreach program 
Transportation is necessary. 
Season runs from February 
24th to early May. For more 
details contact Al Albert at 
757-221-3438 or 
email afalbe@wm.edu 
LIFEGUARDS/POOL 
MANAGERS Now hiring 
for summer 2005 NoVa areas! 
Competitive Pay! Call now or 
visti website! 
www.premier411 .com 
1-877-SEE-POOL 
$ 450 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling Bonus 
4 hours of your group's 
time PLUS our free (yes, 
free) fundraising solutions 
EQUALS $l,000-$2,000 in 
earnings for your group. Call 
TODAY for a $600 bonus 
when you schedule your 
non-sales fundraiser with 
CampusFundraiser. Contact 
Campus Fundraiser, 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
Classifieds are $.25/wd./ 
issue and must be pre-paid 
by check. Call 757-221- 
3283 or e-mail fhads@wm. 
edu for more info. 
This support group is for students 
with medical concerns. Students wjll 
be able to help others come to terrhs 
with and share their own experieije- 
es with medical issues. Group meet¬ 
ings are Fridays 10 to 11:30 a.m. in 
Blow Hall 240 and are facilitatecDiy 
Susanna Owens. *•! 
Gun Awareness 
Bullet-Proof, the College's gUn 
violence awareness organization; lis 
hosting its third annual gun control 
debate Feb. 22 in Small 109. The 
debate starts at 8 p.m. and will cover 
the expired assault weapons ban, gtin 
licensing and gun registration. If you 
have any questions contact co-presi¬ 
dent Alina Harway at ajharw@wm. 
edu or 221^1818. ;" 
Open Hours;: 
President Sullivan has reserved 
office hours for students to either 
discuss issues that concern them or 
just to chat. Individual students or 
small groups may reserve 10-minUte 
sessions. These run from 4 to 5 p.m. 
March 2 or April 14. Contact Caria 
Jordan at cajord@wm.edu or xl254 
to sign up for a time slot ; - 
Scholarships 
Scholarship applications for the 
Order of the White Jacket 200$- 
06 scholarships are now available 
at www.wmalumni.com, the office 
of Financial Aid and the Alumni 
Center. For questions contact Pat 
Burdette at pnburd@wm.edu Or 
221-1173. Applications are due 
March 18. 
The Order of the White Jacket 
was created to honor and bring 
together alumni who worked their 
way through college in the food ser¬ 
vice establishments at the College 
and in the surrounding community. 
The organization uses scholarships 
to support current students working 
their way through college in food 
The Charles Center administefs 
summer scholarships for undergrad¬ 
uate study. There are opportunities 
for pre-honors, scientific, domestic 
and international research in Latin 
America, the British Isles and Israel. 
The deadline is noon Feb. 21. Visit 
the Charles Center online at www. 
wm.edu/charlescenter for more 
information. * 
The Hulon Willis Association, 
named after the first Africari- 
American student at the Colleg6, 
is offering financial assistance to 
students. The scholarship assists 
deserving students who exempli¬ 
fy the qualities of the H.W.A. and 
helps enrich the diversity of the 
community. AppUcations are now 
available at the offices of Financial 
Aid and Multicultural Affairs and 
online at www.wmalumni.com. 
Contact Pat Burdette at 221-1173 or 
pnburd@wm.edu with questions. 
Students wishing to continue 
their studies abroad for an aca¬ 
demic year after graduation should 
apply for the Rotary Foundation 
Ambassadorial Scholarships. 
Designed to encourage interna¬ 
tional understanding and friendly 
relations among people of differ¬ 
ent nationalities. Ambassadorial 
Scholarships provide $13,000 to 
$26,000. Scholarship money is to 
be used for transportation, academic 
fees and room and board expenses in 
any of the 70 countries that contain 
a Rotary Club. An average GPA 
of 3.2 or above is required and 
the deadline for the next academic 
year is April 1. Students may apply 
through the Williamsburg, JameS 
City County or York County Rotary 
Clubs, or through their hometown 
Rotary Clubs. For details, go to 
www.rotary.org or contact Jcxji 
Fisler at 565-2531 or jxfisl@wm. 
edu, or James McCord at 221-3720 
orjnmcco@wm.edu or at his office, 
James Blair 330. 
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Bernard Molina wows us 'H 
with singing and snow- ^ 
boarding. 
See THAT GUY, page 9. -!' 
'Alchemy of Desire' coming to PBK 
, COURTESY PHOTO ♦ MAINSTAGE PRODI ( 
-(M'embers of the cast of 'Alchemy of Desire' rehearse a scene for the upcoming show at Phi Beta Kappa Hall. 
BY JENNIFER CAFFREY 
THE FLAT HAT 
William and Mary Theater's latest main stage pro¬ 
duction. Alchemy of Desire/Dead Man's Blues, opens 
Thursday. Directed by Elizabeth Wiley, the musical is a 
moving, dream-like piece that has original music by the 
playwright, Caridad Svich. 
The season brochure describes the interestingly- 
named show: "In a steamy, swampy bayou, energies of 
the living and the dead intersect in a world where spirits, 
rituals and cigar-smoking women are the stuff of life and 
death. This award-winning play journeys through a rich 
gumbo of language and movement, to the place where 
desire meets memory, love and loss." 
The magical setting of the bayou gives "Alchemy" 
neither a sense of location nor time, leaving the play 
open to interpretation. In the play, a widowed Simone 
searches for her husband, Jamie, who lost not only his 
limbs but also his life in the recent war. While she is 
looking for him in the land of the dead, the women in 
the community seek to bring her back to the world of 
the living. 
The openness of the setting makes this play an inter¬ 
esting one, and sets it apart from many other produc¬ 
tions. 
"This is not a play that is Unear in structure," Wiley 
said. "Svich describes her work as episodic; she thinks 
of this play as a series of repetitions and variations on a 
theme." 
Even the war remains unnamed; the story could take 
place during WWI, or in modem-day Iraq. Wiley thinks 
that there are many lessons in the play that apply to every 
» ar, and that the audience will gain some understanding 
about what soldiers are going through now. 
"How do we go forward, out of war and its repercus¬ 
sions? This play looks at the personal, emotional, spiri¬ 
tual aspects of that question," she said. 
The cast is small, with only six actors. 
"They have been wonderfully responsible and risk- 
taking and receptive," Wiley said. "When I direct a 
show, I want to be sure that members of the cast and 
artistic team each feel that they have a voice, and there¬ 
fore an investment, in the creative process." 
The cast includes senior Annie Mueller as Simone, 
freshman Andrew Lupo as Jamie, as well as senior 
Bianca Dodson, senior Nicole Francisco, sophomore 
Nadia Williams and junior Meghan Shapiro. j 
"William and Mary Theatre is making a concerted 
effort to invite diversity in our casting from the depart¬ 
ment and student community," Gary Green, a visiting 
professor and music director said of the performance. 
"And, indeed, Nadia, Nicole and Bianca all performed 
in last semester's Unchained Melody: Black Footprints, 
Black Voices, presented by the department's Musical 
Theatre II class, which explored the rich and powerful 
contributions of African-Americans to the American 
musical theatre." ,, 
Other students on the artistic team include senipr 
Katherine Eatinger, dramaturg; Junior Sara Strehje, 
properties; senior Cassandra Wire, master electrician; 
junior Jack Mooney, stage manager; sophomore Jo^n 
McAfee, sound designer; senior Holland Gedney, cqs- 
tume assistant to Trish Wesp, a costume design faculty 
member; and Kate Ashton, class of 2002 who has come 
from her theater career in New York City to be the light¬ 
ing designer for the show. 
The cast and crew have worked collaboratively not 
only on the stage but also in the scene shop. Scepic 
designer Michael Mehler, new to the theater departmpnt 
this year, has challenged his design class to match the 
mood of the play including creating "cypress trees hipg 
with Spanish moss," Wiley said, "or figuring out how,to 
make the ground on stage soft and earthy." 
The hard work that the cast and crew have put into 
the show coupled with the poetic and meaningful lan¬ 
guage Svich brings to the piece will pay off on opening 
night. "[Svich] reveals the transformational power of 
grief, of moving through it with the help of others. It's 
this sense of community in times of crisis that commu¬ 
nicates a message of hope and our responsibility to one 
another," Wiley said. 
The show runs Feb. 24 through Feb. 26 at 8 p.m. 
and Feb. 27 at 2 p.m. Tickets for the performance 
are currently on sale at the PBK Box Office, x2674, 
Monday through Friday 1 to 6 p.m. and Saturday 1 ta4 
p.m. Tickets are $8, and on opening night students will 
receive a buy one ticket, get one free offer. 
COHEK EOHUM FOCUSES ON 
FlLMINGi WOMEN'S HISTORY New Caf plans unleashed 
BY GRETCHEN HANNES !  
J.THE FLAT HAT 
•i, • 
H , The 16th Annual Cohen Forum will be held 
Thursday though Sunday at the Kimball Theater 
in Williamsburg. The theme of this year's forum 
t4S, "Filming Women's History"; each presenta¬ 
tion will feature a filmmaker or scholar who 
..will introduce a film that explores some aspect 
flf women's history. Following the film, the 
speaker will discuss it briefly and then open 
ithe floor to questions from the audience. The 
•forum brings together a wide range of speak¬ 
ers who will present films that examine ideas 
•from early women filmmakers to pornography 
to Tupperware. 
"All the speakers are very dynamic, exciting 
folks. [They are] people who, in their different 
.but overlapping fields, are doing very important 
work," Arthur Knight, an American Studies and 
, English professor at the College and one of the 
.organizers of the event, said. 
..-. The Cohen Forum was established in 1989. 
;It is presented by the Roy R. Charles Center 
and made possible by Elliot E. and Helen Y. 
Cohen. Cohen, '37, wrote that the purpose of 
;the forum is to bring speakers and performing 
■artists to campus that are "interesting, informa¬ 
tive, controversial or just plain fun." In addition 
to the Charles Center, this year's event is being 
sponsored by the American Culture Lecture 
Series, the Film Studies Program, the Literary 
-^nd Cultural Studies Program, and the Women's 
{Studies Program at the College. The organizing 
committee consists of Knight, Jennifer Putzi, 
an English and Women's Studies professor and 
Leisa Meyer, a Women's Studies professor. 
The first speaker of this year's Cohen Forum 
is cultural historian Susan Douglas, who chairs 
the Department of Communication Studies at 
the University of Michigan. Thursday night she 
will present the film "Down with Love" starring 
Renee Zellweger and Ewan McGregor, and dis¬ 
cuss why current popular movies are revisiting 
the late fifties and early sixties, the era of Doris 
Day and Rock Hudson. 
Friday, independent film producer Christine 
Vachon will present two of her films, "Boys 
Don't Cry" and "Far From Heaven." "Boys 
Don't Cry" stars Hilary Swank, who won an 
Oscar for portraying Brandon Teena. The film 
examines the life and death of Teena and 
explores the challenges and identity struggles 
of American youth. The second film, "Far From 
Heaven," stars Julianne Moore and was nomi¬ 
nated for four Academy Awards. It looks at the 
life of a 1950s housewife living in a time before 
the women's movement of the 1960s. 
Saturday afternoon, film historian and the¬ 
orist Linda Williams, who directs the Film 
Studies program at the University of California, 
Berkeley, will speak on women in stag films. 
She will show parts of the first public screen¬ 
ing of stag films in the archive at the Kinsey 
Institute for Research in Sex, Gender and 
Reproduction. Williams will also consider the 
history of moving-image pornography from a 
feminist perspective and discuss why people are 
attracted to it. 
Saturday at 7 p.m. the Cohen Forum will 
feature this year's Braithwaite Annual Lecturer 
in Women's Studies, filmmaker, producer and 
writer Laurie Kahn-Leavitt. The Braithwaite 
Lecture honors Minnie G. Braithwaite, who 
tried to attend classes at the College in 1896 
and was rejected. Kahn-Leavitt, currently a 
visitor scholar at the Women's Studies Research 
Center at Brandeis University, will introduce 
her film "Tupperware!" The documentary tells 
the story of Earl Silas Tupper and Brownie 
Wise, who created the Tupperware empire. 
Kahn-Leavitt will also show a portion of her 
film "A Midwife's Tale." 
The last speaker is film historian Jane Gaines, 
a professor of Literature and English at Duke 
University. Her Sunday presentation will feature 
a number of rare short films by early women 
filmmakers and look at why women disappeared 
from behind the camera in the late 1920s and 
why they are finally re-emerging now. 
This year's Cohen Forum promises to be an 
exciting event. "For students it's an important 
event because I think they appreciate seeing 
scholarship at work, [seeing] that there's really 
fascinating, controversial scholarship going on 
out there," Putzi said. 
Students as well as members of the commu¬ 
nity are encouraged to attend the forum, view 
these unique films and listen to some renowned, 
world-class speakers. 
See FORUM ♦ page 8 
BY CHRISTINA TKACIK 
THE FLAT HAT 
Before leaving for spring 
break, there is one thing that 
every College student must do: 
step into the Commons and take 
one last full quaff of the sweet 
Caf air, for it will be his last. At 
least everyone hopes so. 
"It's really the smell," Phil 
DiBenedetto, director of Dining 
Services, said of the biggest com¬ 
plaint the dining hall receives 
from passersby. He added that 
the current facility "just isn't 
what it should be." With equip¬ 
ment breaking down, asbestos 
in the ceilings (removed over 
winter break) and concern over' 
the building's nearly 40 year- 
old infrastructure, it seems 
the upcoming renovations are 
indeed past due. 
"A   world-class   university 
should have better," DiBenedetto 
See CAF ♦ page 10 s 
^v 
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LAUREN BRYANT ♦ THE FLAT HAT ,* 
This photograph of the Commons remodeling project has been',* 
digitally altered to reflect up-to-date renovation plans. * 
Ab-lounge questions necessity of college education 
^CONFUSION 
CORNER 
Sherman 
Patrick 
I recently was made aware of how little 
worth my college education has. Now available 
at Target is the Ab-lounge, "a revolutionary 
new ab machine that tightens and tones upper 
and lower abs and obliques faster than you ever 
imagined possible." If you're like me and think 
that obliques might be vaguely related to some 
ancient Egyptian monument with phallic over¬ 
tones, you're wrong. It's actually some of the 
muscles that most regular people would simply 
call "abs," but if you add it in, it makes the Ab- 
lounge sound scientific and more revolutionary 
than Che Guevara. 
And how much the Ab-lounge needs to 
improve itself. The "machine" is actually a 
chair that you sit in to do crunches. That's it. 
At some point someone was laying in his or her 
bed, possibly amongst the filth of empty beer 
cans and littered Big Mac wrappers that drifted 
over the clothes strewn floor when the air con¬ 
ditioner blew, like so many middle school boys 
aimlessly wandering the perimeter of the gym 
at the "Back to School Dance," and thought: "I 
need to start doing crunches." So instead this 
person invented a chair to do crunches in and 
took his fat, lardy abs all the way to the bank to 
cash the fat, lardy rewards for the idea. 
But why do you need a chair in order to do 
crunches? "It gets you off the floor," my infor¬ 
mant responded incredulously to my inquiry. 
Though naturally doubtful of how being off 
the floor could in anyway help you do a better 
sit-up, her single-minded zeal over the thing 
and insistence that it was on TV and that the 
commercial explained everything nearly even 
won over a disbeliever such as myself. Besides, 
she insisted, it looked so tight, who wouldn't 
want it? One could surely get buff with a chair 
you sat in to do crunches. And since it's the Ab- 
LOUNGE, you can be sure exercise would be a 
breezy lark, easier than a stroll on a sunny day, 
or spotting an ugly building on New Campus. 
The Ab-lounge inspires a sputtering rage 
of frustration because some moron decided to 
build a chair that cost $100 to assist people in 
doing something they could easily do for free 
and is cashing in big time on it. I have no doubt 
Target is selling millions of these. It's the type 
of thing my parents would buy for them both 
as an anniversary gift and would produce the 
awkward silence afterwards as everyone tried 
to figure out if there was some hidden implica¬ 
tion in the purchase. And I should have thought 
of it. 
Here's the real problem: I'm too smart to 
have ever thought of the Ab-lounge. If I sat 
down to make an invention I would try to come 
up with something like a self-emptying dish¬ 
washer or an ice cream machine that could hold 
more than two flavors and "swirl." The problem 
is neither of those is nearly as stupid and point¬ 
less as the Ab-lounge and therefore guaranteed 
never to get on TV or the shelf of Target. 
Think of those garden gnomes. It's the sarj»e 
deal: who thought of that? Who was sitting irt.; 
their garden and thinking they needed a little *«• 
shittily-painted replica of a non-existent crea-V 
ture to really fill out the chrysanthemum bed.*!' 
Or worse, those giant mirror balls that stand •*• 
on a pedestal in the middle of the backyard (ol< 
south of Virginia, the front yard). It's like sorafc 
bazaar contraption from "The Labyrinth" left.'i 
over from a David Bowie estate sale. And yet*« 
every flower garden south of the Mason-DixdlV 
line has one. ','\ 
Whoever invented these, like the Ab-loungK 
must be a millionaire. And much, much dumljej- 
than me. I simply could never think of some-X 
thing so inane and I blame my college educa-J*} 
tion for introducing the higher capacities of V 
analysis and introspection that forever prevent^ 
me from getting rich. A friend has assured m^tj! 
See AB-LOUNGE ♦ page 8 
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— compiled by natalie ronollo 
Saturday 
♦ Comedian Dan Ahdoot, whose "charm, likability, 
and wit ... keeps crowds in stitches," comes to 
Lodge 1 tonight at 9 p.m. After the free perfor¬ 
mance sponsored by UCAB, check out the Late 
Night Movie, "The Big Lebowski," at 11 p.m. in 
the University Center Commonwealth Auditorium. 
Sunday Monday 
♦ Winner of the Sutherland Trophy at the London Film 
Festival, "Tarnation" redefines the documentary genre 
and has gained its director a reputation as a cinematic 
visionary. The story of his chaotic Texas childhood 
and relationship with his mentally ill mother, the film 
shows at the Kimball at 7 and 9 p.m. 
♦ A symposium featuring Moot Court debaters 
and eminent panelists who will discuss the role 
of religious symbols in American society and the 
Supreme Court's interpretation of First Amendment 
estabhshment clause issues will be held at 3:30 p.m. 
in room 119 of the law school. 
Tuesday Wednesday      Thursday Friday 
♦ Bullet-Proof, the College's gun violence awareness 
organization, is hosting its third annual gun control 
debate tonight at 8 p.m. in Small 109. Topics discussed 
will include the expired assault weapons ban, gun 
licensing and gun registration. Audience members will 
be welcome to ask questions. 
♦ The real life star of the film "Coach Carter"— the 
true story of a controversial high school basketball 
coach who benched his entire team for poor academic 
performance — will speak at 7:30 p.m. tonight in 
the UC Commonwealth Auditorium in an event 
sponsored by several campus organizations. 
♦ "Boys Don't Cry," a powerful and widely 
acclaimed film starring Hilary Swank, shows 
at the Kimball Theatre at 4 p.m. Swank plays 
Brandon Teena, a charming newcomer to a small 
1900s Nebraska town who hides a secret past life 
and a haunting personal crisis. 
♦ Satisfy your Colin Firth craving tonight by 
watching the fabulous sequel to the first Bridget 
Jones movie. "Bridget Jones: The Edge of 
Reason" shows tonight in the UC Commonwealth 
Auditorium at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $2 and 
may be purchased at the door. 
To have an event printed in the Variety Calendar, send mail to calndr@wm.edu or call X3281 before 5 p.m. Tuesday. 
Horoscopes 
ffl 
Taurus: April 20 - May 20 
Expect mood swings more drastic than 
a Michael Jackson before & after photo 
comparison. You're not crazy; you're 
just a little unwell. 
Gemini: May 21 - June 21 
You're   not  overreacting  this  time. 
You're right — no one tells you any¬ 
thing anymore. Looks like it's time to 
learn how to keep a secret for once. 
Cancer: June 22 - July 22 
Crack those books, Cancer. Seems that 
^  the semester is heating up, but if you 
&  put a little effort out, you'll be positively 
rewarded with the results. 
E a 
*3 
Leo: July 23-Aug. 22 
This week you've got a spring in 
your step and a smile on your face. 
What do you have to be happy about? 
Nothing? Good for you. 
Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept 22 
Looks like you have some apologizing 
to do after forgetting to think before 
. _ you spoke. But with a little TLC, every- 
mw thing will soon be on the mend. 
Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 22 
Others will rely on your strength this 
week as close friends (and some people 
you never knew valued your help so 
much) come to confer. 
^1 
Scorpio: Oct. 23 - Nov. 21 
Throw yourself a par-tay, Scorpio. 
Between all those papers and tests, 
kick back and schedule some time for 
fun — you deserve it. 
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 -Dec. 21 
Forget five year plans or thinking about 
majors or even choosing what you're 
going to wear tomorrow today. You'll 
figure it all out in time, so carpe diem. 
Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
You're settled into a routine. You've 
been back a month, spring break is weeks 
away  and you're restless.  Triathalon 
time, anyone? 
Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18 
Your friends are realizing this week how 
lucky they are to have you. Makes sense 
— your advice is far better than Dr. 
Phil's, or anyone's for that matter. 
PiSCeS: Feb. 19 - March 20 
Aren't    soap    operas    wonderful? 
Perhaps, until you start living one. 
Forget the games, the lies, the General 
Hospital moments. Be honest. 
Aries: March21 -April 19 
That extravagant Valentine surprise was 
just a quick fix. One perfect day doesn't 
fix an imperfect relationship. Love just 
doesn't work that way. 
compiled by natalie ronollo 
FORUM 
FjtOM PACE 7  
I Senior Farah Quereshi said, "I'm really interested 
td see how the community will respond to the films 
being shown and the viewpoints that are being put 
ojit there. I think it'll be a great experience for a lot of 
people to soak up." 
; All Cohen Forum events are free and open to the 
ptiblic. Tickets can be reserved by calling 1-800- 
HISTORY. For a full schedule and for more informa¬ 
tion on each presentation check the "Events" section 
on the Charles Center website, www.wm.edu/charles- 
center. 
AB-LOUNGE 
that such idiocy can be regained with heavy substance 
abuse, but alas the sixties and seventies have been 
over long enough that people are beginning to consid¬ 
er Andy Warhol "weird" and besides, garden gnomes 
might not be nearly so benign then. 
So I'm cursed to think myself into a life of poverty, 
for better or for worse. But hey, I could get some great 
abs in the process. 
Sherman Patrick is the Confusion Comer 
Columnist for The Flat Hat. He's being modest. His 
abs are already hot. 
UCAB Presents ■ ■ ■ 
Saturday, February 19 "The Big Lebowski" 
11 pm in the UC Commonwealth 
Comedian Dan Adhoot 
9pm in Lodge 1 
Wednesday, February 23 The Real Coach Carter 
7:30pm in the UC Commonwealth 
Thursday, February 24 Homebrew 
8pm in Lodge 1 
Friday & Saturday, February 25 & 26 
"Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason" 
Showing in the UC Commonwealth at 7 & 9:30 pm 
THIS  F*ACE IS 
TAKING   FOfcEVEfc! 
—VTT 
I  GUESS  MATH ISN'T 
ALWAYS   FOR. WINNERS., 
Knowing Jack By Mika G. Shannon 
FISHing for answers 
Q_ I'm worried about a friend of mine 
who I think might have an eating dis- 
* order and I don't know what to do. I 
don't know a lot about eating disorders and feel 
stupid bringing it up. What should I do? 
—Concerned Friend 
First of all, we'd like to commend 
/ % you on being such a good friend. 
■*• -^ • Let's start with the basics. An eating 
disorder occurs when a person's life revolves around 
weight and food. Some eat too little, others eat too 
much at one time, some binge and purge, and oth¬ 
ers may exercise to excess. Anorexia, bulimia and 
binge eating are all eating disorders. Many people 
have eating, exercise and body image problems that 
are unhealthy but don't fit the criteria for an eating 
disorder. 
Many things can lead to an eating disorder, but the 
bottom line is that it is very important to get help with 
the issues behind them. While identifying students 
with eating disorders is not easy, we encourage you 
to learn more about them and to become a resource 
to your friend (and anyone else who might need or 
want the information). 
If you are worried that your friend might have 
an eating disorder, we also encourage you to call the 
Collegiate Awareness Regarding Eating Smart team 
at 221-2195. CARES team members are available 
for consultation, training and programming on eating 
disorders, body image and related issues. CARES 
is sponsoring Love Your Body Week this Sunday 
through Friday, and there will be various activi¬ 
ties planned throughout the week. This will be an 
opportunity to learn more about eating disorders and 
body image. The Love Your Body Fair will be held 
Thursday from 4 to 6 p.m. in the University Center. 
Contributed by the FISH Bowl. If you have a ques¬ 
tion for the FISH Bowl, send an e-mail to FISHBL@wm. 
edu or call x3229. 
Like SEX? 
Write the sex column. 
E-mail fhvrty@wm.edu 
if interested. 
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Bv KATHRYN HIGGINS 
FLAT HAT STAFF WRITER 
Senior Bernard Molina talked to us this week 
about how he got where he is today, and all the 
questionable snowboarding incidents that led him 
there. But where is he, you ask? He's a government 
major, history minor, a Stairwell, a co-founder of the 
Syndicate and he's going into the Army. And every¬ 
one seems to want him as their treasurer. Go figure. 
What made you decide to switch from pre-med to 
government and history? 
Biology was kicking my ass ... I guess we just 
weren't meant to be. Not only that, I can write a 
paper and fudge a little bit and get a better grade 
than taking a multiple choice test. 
What are your plans for after graduation? 
I'm going to be a commissioned 2nd Lt. in the 
United States Army. 
What do the Stairwells have that the other a cap- 
pella groups don't? 
A cool name ... for the cool people in the 
group. 
What is your best Stairwells tour story? 
Well, what happens with the Stairwells stays 
with the Stairwells. But the most memorable places 
we have toured are Sweet Briar College, Mary 
Washington College, Georgetown and New York 
University. For Spring Break we're planning on 
going down to Florida ... everybody's welcome to 
come. 
Stairwells, Asian Student Council... why are you 
always the treasurer? 
Because, for some reason, people trust me with 
their money. 
What kind of activities is the ASC involved with/ 
have coming up? 
Our biggest event coming up is Taste of Asia on 
the 2nd of April. All the Asian student organizations 
are putting on a large-scale buffet, basically (they 
will each bring several dishes from their country). 
There will be skits and presentations, too. It should 
be a good time. 
Tell me about the Syndicate. 
Rex Feng [a junior], actually spearheaded this. I 
thought I had this great idea to have a modem dance 
troupe, right? And I talked to him telling him my 
Bernard Molina 
brilliant idea, but he said that he already thought 
about it, wrote a constitution and was awaiting 
approval for it to be recognized as an official stu¬ 
dent organization. I felt awkward. I don't even have 
enough time to dance with them, which is sad ... 
seriously, tears are falling now. 
Tell us what happened "on the slopes of 
Morton." 
So last year when it snowed here, I thought 
it would be a great idea to snowboard down the 
"slopes of Morton." It was fun, it was a good time. 
I went down a couple of times and went back home, 
got some soup, and thought, "I should go out again." 
I did. While I was gone, someone built a little ramp 
so now I could do a small jump on my way down. 
Well, I'm going down and I try the jump, I land and 
rode down the hill. Then I thought I should do a 360. 
There was no way I could get enough speed going 
down that "hill" to do a 360-degree turn. In my 
numerous attempts to do so, I fell. It all ended when 
I came down, not landing the jump, and seeing my 
board drift down the hill and my boots still attached 
to my bindings [the bindings are what attaches your 
boots to the board]. I wasn't very happy after that. 
How was your Valentine's Day? 
It was cool, I hung out with friends. I didn't have 
a valentine, though ... applications are still being 
accepted. Note: limited to females only. 
What sport do you most enjoy going to see and 
why? 
Basketball, especially outdoors in a park or 
somewhere public. It's the whole streetball idea: 
everyone gets excited and into it. It's cool. 
How do you eat a Reese's Cup? 
1. Open wrapper. 2. Place in mouth. 3. Chew 
(number of times depends on mood of the day). 4. 
Swallow. 
Tell me one good thing about the ridiculous 
amount of Williamsburg rain? 
Nothing... there's nothing good about the rain. 
Sajak, Trebek or Barker? 
Trebek because "Jeopardy!" is my favorite show 
(I know I'm a dork!). 
Ninjas, Pirates or Zombies? 
Zombies? Not cool at all. Pirates, cool some¬ 
times. Ninjas: the definition of sweet (cool times a 
million). 
U- 
221-32G3 
hltp:/ / www.win.e4iu /studentactivities/osvs/ 
The 6th Annual William & Mary 
Potato Dr 
Saturday 
March IS at 8 AM 
fcome help load potatoes 
for distribution to people 
•in need in Williamsburg, Contact David Hindman at 
central and eastern 2219-6832 or 
Virginia, and DC. DTHIndnian@aol.conn 
Check out the Briefs for more Volunteer Opportunities! 
Your precious someone deserves 
^ke (precious Qem... 
^-JV* * '.£&& 
€ 
(Diamonds android: Nothing eCse can say ' I Love You' (Better! 
Come and see our new 'FashionRne 
£3 THE • PRECIOUS • GEM 
Merchants Square in Historic Williamsburg 
 (757)220- 1115    www.thepreciousgems.com  
Porn: not just offensive 
BEHIND 
CLOSED 
DOORS 
Kate 
Prengaman 
Raise your hand if you've watched pornography. 
Even here at the College, I'm sure a lot of hands are in 
the air, some of them confident, some of them blushing 
sheepishly, some just confused. It's hard to know what 
place pornography should rightly 
occupy in our sexual exploits. 
"Noooooo," my feminist 
side screams, "It's so degrading 
to women to be portrayed as 
merely sex objects to be used for 
pleasure by men." "But wait," 
the first amendment fanatic 
argues, "Everyone has a right to 
their expression, even if some 
of us — hell, most of us — find 
it immoral and disgusting." 
"Besides," the proponent of sex¬ 
ual freedom adds, "sometimes 
it's kind of hot, and there is cer¬ 
tainly nothing wrong with that." 
So that's what went through 
my head when it was suggested to me that I write a col¬ 
umn about pornography. None of my sides have really 
won the argument yet, but I'll do my best write this 
column anyway. 
Obviously, not all pom is created equal. There is the 
soft-core with its horrible plot lines and awkward, not 
quite sex scenes. Then there's the gang-banging sluts 
you can easily download off the internet. Somewhere in 
the middle, if you can find it, are the videos of people 
just having sex, without the pretense. 
It's the pretense that creates the offense for many 
people. Watching people have sex is not offensive, 
unless it's not by choice. However, it's the entirely 
unrealistic idea that five girls are immediately going to 
take off their clothes, whip out their dildos and get it 
on at the suggestion of the one rather unattractive guy 
who delivered the pizza. It's the stereotypes: the black 
bootie, the submissive Asian girls and the teenage vir¬ 
gins. To simplify, it's the cum shots. Personally, I can't 
imagine finding those demeaning stereotypes attractive. 
But that doesn't mean we should fight to make them 
illegal, as some feminists have tried to do. We should 
work toward a society where there is less acceptance of 
crude fantasies and instead, a healthier concept of sexu¬ 
ality. The question is, does a male fantasy of women 
being on call sex objects drive the pom industry to cre¬ 
ate what it does, or does the pom industry export this 
dangerous misconception of female sexuality so that it 
has become the fantasy? 
Whatever your answer to that question (my bet, a 
little of column A and a little of column B), there is 
no denying that pornography can create an unrealistic 
picture of sexuahty. However that's not necessarily 
unhealthy. One can enjoy fantasy of group anal BDSM 
and still have a normal sex life with their partner. You 
have a right to think about whatever you want to, to get 
off. The crucial point is to not expect the real world to 
reflect what you can download from the internet. 
Honestly, when we talk about pornography, we 
usually imply the lowest denominator in terms of 
absurdity. Most pornography is just watching other 
people have sex: heterosexual sex, gay sex, lesbian 
sex, group sex and so on. Basically, watching other 
people have sex makes you think about having sex. 
And thinking about having sex probably helps your 
sex life. So, if you don't like all the often unpleasant 
hype, find pom without it. It might be harder to find 
than the cheapest XXX that pops up on the internet, 
but there is plenty of pom out there that feature hot, 
realistic sexual relationships, too. Watch what makes 
you feel sexy, not uncomfortable. 
Pom of whatever style you prefer, can be quite 
helpful, on your own or with your partner. It can 
stimulate fantasies, sexual creativity and certainly 
make masturbation more interesting. There's usu¬ 
ally no need to feel threatened by your partner's use 
of pornography for masturbation. Instead of feeling 
threatened, see if you can connect to your partner's 
fantasies. If you can't, respect their right to a private 
fantasy as long as it doesn't interfere with the reality 
of your relationship. 
As a couple, watching pom together can be fun, 
too. You can get great ideas for new positions and 
techniques, or even just get turned on. A lot of people 
dismiss pom as demeaning and disgusting without 
ever really opening their eyes. Chances are, you 
might find something you like, or at least something 
new to think about. Not all pom is for all people, and 
some of it is always going to be down right awful, 
but there's still usually something for everybody too. 
Kate Prengaman is the Flat Hat sex columnist. 
She did some really good, and some really bad 
research for this column. 
tfear Yelll 
This marks the first week of The Flat Hat's newest addition, a continuous two-week 
long humor contest. Enter, and you could be the proud owner of a highly sentimen¬ 
tal, one-of-a-kind piece of crap. 
In tfieaoCden twifiadt of a monumentaf career, it is neces¬ 
sary to immortalize those mortafs who dared to stride tke 
sacred ground of gods and goddesses of anticjuity. 'Wow our 
ownyresident, Timothy J. Suffivan,-prepares to (eave us for 
those hauowed haffs. 'Andwe, his humhfe adorers, must do our 
hest to preserve a token of his greatness. And so ourfrst contest 
asks you to create an epic memoriaffor our hefovedTimmy that 
witt stand the test of time. 
Your Options: 
1. A great work of verse in the form of the tune-honored limerick that pays 
homage to some aspect of this ubermensch. 
Example: 
There once was a president named Timothy J. 
Who at special events always had something to say 
He'd had one or two 
If the rumors were true 
But he still frightened the bad times away. 
2. A creation of a colloquial term based on "Sullivan" to perpetuate his 
name within English language. 
Example: 
To Sullivate: to wait with eagerness for the words of an administrator 
3. An appropriate and lasting item that can be dedicated to him with a very 
short explanation of its purpose. 
Example: 
"Timothy Sullivan School of Barbery to continue the fine 
tradition of hair excellence at The College of William and Mary" 
Prizes will be awarded to the winner of each type of creative expression, and the winner of 
all categories will receive a grand prize. Runners up in each category will see their names 
listed in print. 
Entries will be judged by the subjective opinions of the contest organizers of what is 
funny and original and possibly based on the quality of the offered bribes. Contestants 
are encouraged to submit multiple entries to fhvrty@wm.edu by no later than Tuesday, 
March 1. (If you need 2005, don't bother entering.) Yes, it's similar to the Style Invita¬ 
tional. Get over it. 
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Harold 
Virgim 
McLaughlin 
President, Union College 
Schenectady, New York 
Dean, School of Education 
College of William & Maiy 
»Y ELIZABETH NYMAN 
tAT HAT EXECUTIVE EDITOR 
i're currently the president of Union College, 
/hat do you like best about the job? 
jSi I really like just about everything. There are only 
Jifvo things I don't like: speaking at funerals and find- 
Jfiig a Commencement speaker. That's always tough 
Iflecause you can never please students, and the more 
famous someone is, the more likely they'll back out 
»#t the last second. 
Why William and Mary? What attracts you to 
this place? 
i The thing I think is great for me personally is 
I that William and Mary started me off. As a trustee 
! of the Board of Visitors, on May 24, 1970,1 found 
i myself suddenly deciding I wanted to be a college 
I president. It was three weeks after Kent State and 
j I realized that no one wanted to be in that room, 
| and I decided that day I wanted to be a college 
| president. 
{What do you think is the biggest problem facing 
J the College today? How will you work to improve 
jit? 
j The biggest problem for William and Mary, and 
j almost every college, is money, or the lack of it. 
j You see it at William and Mary in terms of deferred 
i maintenance, in terms of faculty awards not being at 
I a competitive level, etc. What I have done over the 
i years is seek funding, and I think that's the best thing 
II can bring to William and Mary. 
I You expanded the study abroad program at your 
i school. Why do you feel study abroad is impor- 
i tant? Will you work to improve the programs at 
'the College? 
What I'd want to do is find ways to get more stu¬ 
dents abroad. The least expensive way to do that is 
increase exchanges. Very simply what that means 
to increase exchanges of bodies and not money, so 
JnX> tuition dollars are exchanged. Now, sometimes 
;«rhen you bring students in from another country, 
Jyou have to provide miscellaneous funding, so that's 
ijrhy I say almost no expense. 
fpow do you plan to increase fundraising here? 
f* A president has to be the person who does the 
{Jsking for the big gifts. Most people really dislike 
{(hat piece of the job, and I love it. I would suspect 
jkj&at were I to be in Williamsburg, I would totally be 
flfie chief fundraiser, 
'.What did you think of your time on the College 
JROV? What made you leave? 
J*)' It was a great experience. I used it as a time to 
J^ally get to know students on the Students Affairs 
fepmmittee, and it was a great experience. [I left 
look to the future. 
We call President Sullivan "Timmy J." What 
could we call you? 
Whatever you want to. That's the interesting 
thing. 'Timmy J.,' I heard that many times and the 
thing that struck me was that no one was laughing. 
I work hard, but I want to have fun too. That's the 
thing about William and Mary. You have to work 
hard and play hard. 
How do you propose to increase William and 
Mary's visibility on the national stage? 
I think the best way to increase the visibility... is 
to come to a firm understanding what the institution 
is, and them promote it and market it and get the 
word out. When one has a distinctive feature, that 
helps distinguish it from the crowd. That's what 
we've tried to do here. I can't tell you right now 
what that feature is, but that's the type of thing one 
works on together. What I think makes sense is to 
listen first and then come forward. Otherwise one is 
in the position of 'Ready, Fire, Aim!' 
What do you think of our current Chancellor, 
Henry Kissinger? 
I think he's a brilliant man. I've met him 
on a couple of occasions. I worked in his State 
 '. * ' r     • • 
BY ELIZABETH NYMAN 
FLAT HAT EXECUTIVE EDITOR 
Why do you want to be the President of the College? 
I think we're at a unique juncture in the history of 
the College of William and Mary. We're particularly 
challenged by the new restructured relationship with the 
Commonwealth of Virginia and the need to successfully 
complete the Campaign for William & Mary. I think it's 
a time when it's particularly important to have someene 
who has a deep working knowledge of the College and 
the community. 
How will you work to overcome the problems that arise 
between the school and the city of Williamsburg? 
That's an area where I think it can be particularly 
helpful to have such deep ties to the community. My 
husband and I are very active in a variety of grassroots 
community organizations, so we have existing close 
relationships with key leaders in the community. So hav¬ 
ing that level of trust already estabhshed, I think, would 
position me to heal some of those tensions, and to begin 
to problem solve in very constructive ways. 
How do you think the College has changed since 
your arrival? What will it be like in the next few 
decades? 
V... 
OUTWIT.       OUTPuftV.     OUT L- ^STTJ) 
f&ecause] I wasn't reappointed. I was really close to 
*ihe old governor ... and the new governor had to get 
rod of me. 
rpo you plan to carry on the traditions started by 
^president Sullivan? 
;*< Well, I couldn't name them all yet, but I'm all 
^or tradition. I don't know how I would be as a 
J^hristmas Grinch, but traditions are great, and one 
Ishould always try to maintain them and if possible 
Jto try to increase [them]. 
(What in your mind is the most unique thing about 
Ithe College? 
J»; It's old. Obviously it's a magnificent and historic 
Institution, and I think the challenge for William 
Jatid Mary ... is that when you think of the Jefferson 
•quote where he said he preferred the dreams of 
jthe future to the memories of the past. I felt as if 
'William and Mary was turning that on its head, and 
•preferred memories of the past to dreams of the 
Jfuture. What makes sense to me is to always be true 
rto those memories, but to think perspectively and 
Department back in 1974 to 76, and I met him when 
he was a Commencement speaker at Albany Law 
School. 
You understand that the President's House is 
situated on campus. How will you deal with stu¬ 
dents' propensity to show up at all hours of the 
night? 
I've been living in a fishbowl for 24 years, so that 
wouldn't be any different. 
Will you learn the alma mater? We make fresh¬ 
men learn it the first week. 
Sure! We make our freshmen learn it in the first 
four days of Orientation, and they come over and 
serenade me. 
The College is known for its musical groups. How 
do you feel about a cappella? 
I think music's great, just as long as you don't ask 
me to sing, because I'm tone deaf. 
Here at The Flat Hat we have a column "That 
Guy/That Girl" where students are routinely 
asked the following question. I now pose it to you: 
ninjas, pirates or zombies? 
Ninjas, clearly. 
EMILY If, Mf?0K 
Since my arrival as a student, back in '67, or my arriv¬ 
al as a dean in '95? It's changed a whole lot since I was 
here as a student. We don't wear raincoats with slacks, 
we don't have curfews, and we don't have separate 
women's governing student organizations and the like. 
How much has changed since I've been here for the 
last 10 years in the deanship is also striking. I think we 
continue to define our place as a world class research 
university and become more international in our reach 
and our curriculum, to find new and more effective ways 
to use technology, to establish partnerships with the local 
and state community, lots of ways. 
Will you continue the various traditions here at the 
College? Which one is your favorite? What do you 
think you can put your own spin on? 
One of the most fun tasks I was assigned when I was 
chief of staff for Tim Sullivan was leading — maybe it 
was co-chairing with Sam Sadler — but I was involved 
in a task force on traditions. We looked at existing 
traditions, perhaps reviving lost traditions, and creat¬ 
ing new ones at William and Mary. We did a little bit 
of each. I love ritual and tradition, and things like the 
Opening Convocation. William and Mary used to have 
an Opening Convocation. Tim Sullivan was interested 
in resunrecting that practice, ^nd so we moved it forward 
and made it a real important ritual to signify the begM- 
ning of a new academic year. We also added the dimert- 
sion of having the incoming class process from the Wifeh 
Yard to the front of the Wren Building, which mirrors the 
procession at the time of Commencement at graduation. 
So that's an example of a really neat tradition. 
But I have to say that my favorite is reading the 
Grrinch, because I have been an avid Dr. Seuss fan since 
I was about eight or nine years old, when my younger 
sister, who's four years younger than I am, demanded 
to be read to at regular intervals. So I not only know 
"Horton Hatches an Egg" from cover to cover, but I also 
know most of the Grinch. So I have promised that if I 
am selected as president, I won't read the Grinch, I'll 
recite it from memory. 
What challenges do you think you will face as the 
College's first female president? 
More than people anticipate. It will be quite a change, 
to be the first woman in that office. I have over the years 
gotten used to being the first woman in a lot of different 
roles. I was the first woman associate dean in the School 
of Education, the first woman dean at the College of 
William and Mary, the first woman president of some of 
my state organizations, so it's not unusual to be pressing 
the glass ceiling. * 
But I think we have certain expectations for the presi¬ 
dency that would have to change in having a woman in 
that role. I think my selection or appointment as presi¬ 
dent would be extremely timely, in that being an internal 
candidate, it would affirm the continuity and directioil, 
that we're on the right track. But it would also signal 
a real forward thinking approach, to have a woman ih 
that role for the first time at the College of William and 
Mary. 
What do you think needs to change at the College? 
For the most part, I think we need to deepen and 
intensify our commitments. We have to really define 
what our goals mean for William and Mary, mean for 
higher education in America and pursue them relent¬ 
lessly. 
Let me give a few examples. I mentioned internation¬ 
alizing the curriculum. We have made great strides, but 
we are still very much on the front end of that initiative. 
So to really focus on that, and to define what it woul'd 
mean to use global concepts across the curriculum, in 
every major, as appropriate. What kind of special majoft 
and minors the faculty ought to create, in our changing 
world. I think we, again, have a very rich set of curricd- 
lum offerings, we need to always revisit that and keep 
pushing the boundaries. 
I think one of the areas that does need some real 
attention is creating a more diverse and inclusive ccfrrf- 
munity. I think we made some strides in that area, but 
we've also experienced some real setbacks. Last yeai- 
was a particularly difficult year for students of color 
on campus, and I think some of the initiatives currently 
under way — the president's task force on diversity, with 
, the studies of equal opportunity committee has engaged 
in — really look forward and define a William and Mary 
community that's far more diverse and vibrant. * 
Do you know the alma mater? 
Absolutely. I sing terribly, you never want me tb 
try and perform, but I do know the words and love to 
join in for all critical occasions. Opening Convocation, 
Charter Day, Commencement ... just don't ever ask 
me to sing by myself! 
Here at The Flat Hat we have a column "That Guy/ 
That Girl" where students are routinely asked the 
following question: ninjas, pirates or zombies? 
Boy, I'm really out of it! You make me feel old. I'll 
have to pass on that, I'm sorry. 
No preferences on ninjas, pirates or zombies then? 
Not really, no. 
•CAF 
[FROM PAGE 7 
» 
isaid. 
I Director of Auxiliary Service Charlie 
|Maimone explained that the main obstacle 
Jwas scheduling a construction that would 
{minimize the impact on students, or time 
[spent in the "Uncommons," as planners have 
[named the temporary dining structure that 
[will grace Yates field in March. But don't 
[call it a tent. 
* "It's really much more," Maimone said. 
* It will feature cooking trailers, air con- 
jditioning, real floors and real bathrooms 
fnot port-a-Johns). As added enticement, the 
facility will host a M*A*S*H-themed grand 
apening and weekly theme dinners, not to 
riention popcorn and cotton candy served 
daily. 
"We have to do the cotton candy," 
MBenedetto said. He and Commons Director 
3irry  Smith  promised  an  "unbelievably 
unique" dining experience and "big sur¬ 
prises" for the spring, but they refused to give 
any more hints. 
Sophomore Megan Dorward, part of a stu¬ 
dent advisory board for the construction proj¬ 
ect, warned that the Uncommons temporary 
dining structure will have a more limited food 
selection than the current Commons, and, 
according to DiBenedetto, only two-thirds 
of the current seating capacity, but Dorward 
urged students to "keep their eye[s] on the 
prize — a top of the line new Caf — without 
the Caf smell." 
New designs by MMM Group, famous for 
their renovation of the Smithsonian Visitors' 
Center and construction of various Virginia 
state prisons, will change the Commons lay¬ 
out to follow industry trends away from mass 
pre-produced entrees and toward individually 
prepared meals at open stations. Culinary 
selection will change from Real Food on 
Campus to the Fresh Food Company, or, 
as Maimone calls it, "the future of dining 
services." 
The College construction webpage prom¬ 
ises a European-style marketplace that will 
count blackened tuna and mussels provin- 
cale among everyday fare. Already in place 
at Virginia Commonwealth University and 
James Madison University, the new format 
includes a produce market, a southern kitch¬ 
en, grill line, ethnic food line, sandwich and 
bake "shoppes," a campus store and a Java 
City Cyber Cafe. More UC-esque seating of 
booths and tables will surround the centrally 
located food stands on four sides, which, 
judging from the floor plans, may force full- * 
Caf sweeps for optimum people-watching, 
but will nonetheless create specific pockets 
of high-traffic viewing. 
So how much will this dining Mecca cost? 
According to Maimone, the College has been 
approved by the state to spend $11.5 million 
on construction, but he expects a figure closer 
to $9.5 million, which will be financed, as is 
the entire dining program, by revenues from 
student meal plan purchases, which total an 
average $8 million a year. 
Despite the new name, food selection 
will continue to be provided by food service 
giant ARAMARK, to which the College has 
outsourced catering for seven years, and with 
which the College has recently signed a con¬ 
tract for at least another five years. The $10 
billion corporation, received high marks from 
the administration. 
"We couldn't ask for a better team," 
Associate Director of Design and Construction 
Wayne Boy said, citing ARAMARK's ability 
to respond quickly to 2003's Hurricane Isabel, 
setting up catering services for stranded stu¬ 
dents in the Rec Center. Aramark-employed 
DiBenedetto attributed much of his success 
to the company's decentralization and its 
subsequent ability to meet needs on a local 
level. Since only freshmen are required to 
purchase meal plans, he said, the corporation 
must impress students enough to keep them 
coming year after year. 
And the smell? 
"I hadn't noticed," freshman Willy Yang 
said. "I had noticed bad food." 
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MAKlhfg THEMOSTOFDOTtyl COOK&fg 
The not-so-subtle art of creating exquisite meals with meager resources and no time 
BY DAN SCHUMACHER 
FLAT HAT EDITOR 
When the culinary selection at the Caf starts 
to look blase, remember that dorm cooking is a 
healthy, viable alternative. With a hectic student 
lifestyle, cooking for oneself may seem like a 
daunting task, but once accustomed to the space 
and time constrictions, it can be an enjoyable, 
stress-relieving activity. 
With a few tools and recipes any student can 
start to make food that looks and tastes great. Hall 
councils do a good job stocking kitchens with the 
most basic weapons of mass consumption, but for 
anything more involved than pasta or Pillsbury 
cookies, some basic necessities must be procured. 
tInstead of an extensive cookware collection, most 
; students will only need a few sharp knives, two 
pots, a few pans and a baking sheet. A quick trip 
to.Target or the Oneida at Williamsburg Pottery, 
jjnd about $35, will provide almost all of the 
jpecessary accessories. Keep in mind that many 
^rm ovens are too small for a full-size baking 
sheet, 17 inches by 11 inches, so students may 
. jvant to purchase a smaller one. 
..,. Once the proper tools have been acquired, 
..some   matters   of   culinary   style   must   be 
i addressed. Any recipe that involves heating or 
cooling ingredients gives an approximate time 
for doneness; please keep in mind that they are 
approximate. Stay close to the kitchen because 
cooking times can vary dramatically, especially 
in old campus stoves.  When a recipe calls 
DAN SCHUMACHER . THE FLAT HAT 
After slicing into the avocado, pierce the pit 
with a sharp knife. Wiggle and gently remove, 
leaving the rest of the fruit unblemished. 
for broiling, proximity becomes particularly 
crucial. A chef must keep the dish under constant 
surveillance, because 10 extra seconds can make 
the difference between "golden brown" and 
"burnt to a crisp." 
After getting acclimated to preparing 
some favorite dishes, it's important for cooks 
to improvise. Some tidbits that chefs will 
discover after they start to get comfortable with 
experimentation are that most sandwiches taste 
better hot; Italian dishes taste better with garlic 
and basil; and that brie goes well with many 
kinds of fruit. 
And speaking of cheese, the right kind 
of cheese makes a good dish great. Forget 
American; it's only good for hamburgers and 
classic grilled cheese. Provolone, muenster and 
jalapeno jack are a few less popular cheeses 
that can improve almost anything (and can be 
made into a killer grilled cheese sandwich if 
combined). Instead of just using mozzarella in 
Italian dishes, throw some parmesan or romano 
in there as well. Adding complementary flavors 
makes even the simplest dishes taste more 
polished and professional. 
Start off with a few of the recipes below 
and then check out www.ichef.com or www. 
foodandwine.com for thousands of new dishes. 
"The Joy of Cooking" and The Better Homes & 
Gardens "New Cook Book" are essential additions 
to any culinary library. Experiment, enjoy and 
don't forget to make enough for leftovers. 
7£MP77/Vg rOU7iTAST£ BUDS 
Two quick and easy recipes to spice up everyday cuisine 
.-.,. The avocado gives the generally 
bland chicken breast a rich, smooth 
taste while the pear adds a crisp 
sweet crunch. Similar combinations 
have been combined in restaurants 
(bijt it is unusual to see avocados, 
Jjrje and pear in the same sandwich, 
.p^eme de Brie is a useful substitute 
^or brie with rind because removing 
,(he waxy coating is much more 
trouble than it is worth for this recipe. 
The result is delicate and complex, 
.perfect for a late-winter treat 
flakes 3 sandwiches 
^.ctive preparation time: 20 
minutes 
,1 ripe avocado 
3/4 lb sliced chicken breast 
,1 pear 
,1/4 lb brie 
S^lt and Pepper (to taste) 
Mayonnaise (optional) 
Jfearty bread or rolls 
Directions: 
f, Pre-heat oven to Broil. 
.Slice avocado in half, cutting down 
to the pit and working around. 
.Twist apart. To remove pit, pierce 
,it with a sharp knife and gently 
,ease out. Once the pit has been 
Removed, carefully remove skin 
and slice into 1/4 inch slabs. 
♦ Wash then slice pear into thinner 
slabs than the avocado. 
♦ On a baking sheet, place bread or 
rolls open-faced and place chicken 
pn one half. Salt and pepper 
chicken if desired. On the other 
slices, place the brie (in slabs if the 
•brie came with rind or spread if it 
came without). 
♦ By the time this preparation is 
finished the oven should be heated; 
place baking sheet in oven and 
stay close-by. The brie should melt 
within one to two minutes. 
♦ Once the brie is melted, remove 
[baking sheet and place avocado 
[and  pear on  the turkey  halves 
[and close the sandwicljes..,iti 
fbaking sheet to oveK'tb brown 
side, this should take no longer 
than 30 seconds. 
+ When brown, remove, flip and 
return to oven to brown other side. 
♦ (optional' Put on mayonnaise) 
♦ Serve warm, cmm        ds 
DAN SCHUMACHER ♦ THE FLAT HAT 
Pick avocados that feel slightly soft. The piciurea uvocadu slices are 
over-ripe, ideally the color should be a smooth light green. 
MUFFIN HIX ♦ THE FLAT HAT 
To reduce excess splatter caused by mixing wet ingredients in the short- 
sided pan, mix the ziti, sauce and ricotta cheese in the ziti pot. 
CraLMM BaAed 
How does feeding seven people 
on about $10 sound? This baked 
ziti will please even the most 
discriminating Italian-American 
palate, not to mention it takes 
only an hour to make. The key 
is to mix some mozzarella into 
the ziti before cooking to add the 
stringy goodness. Cheesy, filling 
and inexpensive this recipe is a 
winner. 
Serves 7 
Preparation time: 45 minul 
Actiye^lmfe: 20 mitiutes. 
1 lb Penne or Ziti 
16 oz. Shredded mozzarella 
cheese 
15 oz. Ricotta cheese 
26 oz. Pasta sauce 
Parmesan cheese (to taste) 
Directions: 
♦ Cook pasta to box specifications, 
approximately 11 minutes. Preheat 
oven to 350 degrees. 
♦ When tehder, drain and return 
to pot. Mix in all ricotta cheese 
and pasta sauce. Sprinkle in a 
conservative amount of mozzarella 
cheese and parmesan and mix 
thoroughly. 
♦ Pour into a rectangular pan, 
smooth (if you are obsessive/ 
compulsive) and spread the rest 
of the mozzarella on top of the 
pasta. 
♦ Place the ziti into the oven for 
approximately 10 minutes, until 
the cheese melts completely. Once 
it's all nice and melty put the oven 
on broil to brown the top. This 
should take less than two minutes 
♦ Serve warm and enjoy. — ds 
MUFFIN HIX. THE FLAT HAT I 
Uneven ziti allegedly tastes just as good as the more fastidiously smoothed 
kind. However, smoothing makes the dish look more appealing. 
Fu/wOMmhw Futwrs ForHdhav Fruits,. 
Basil Anchovies                            ,, 
Cilantro Boxed wine 
Cinnamon Canned wine                         i 
Chili Powder Canned vegetables 
Dill Cat food                                , 
Dry Mustard Chitlins                                7 
Garlic Powder Combos                               Vt 
Italian Breadcrumbs Fish Sticks                          <; 
Lemon Juice Hostess Cakes 
Nutmeg Lard 
Oregano Lunchables                           / 
Paprika Miracle Whip 
Pepper Pork rinds 
Salt Ramen 
Soy Sauce Reconstituted meats 
Tabasco Sauce Spray cheese                         ' 
Thyme Tuna in oil                           ,3 
SCHUMACHER . THE FLAT HAT 
e 
omf&ny 
Come and visit 
our newlv renovated bakerv 
for the best and freshest 
gourmet food in town. 
• Gourmet Pizzas 
• Deli Sandwiches 
• Pot Pies 
• World Famous Pecan Pie & 
Other Delicious Desserts 
This weekend bring your W&M ID to get your free soda 
with our delicious sandwiches & pizzas 
(757) 229-7775 www.buyapie.com 
1804 Jamestown Road Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 
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Tarnation 
Not rated 
Fri., Feb. 18-Wed., Feb. 23 
7 and 9 p.m. 
Feb. 18-20, 22 screening 
room (35 seats) 
Coming Attraction 
Incident at Loch Ness 
(PG-13) 
Tues., Feb. 22-Mon., FebC 
28 
6:45 and 8:45 p.m. 
3eb. 23-28 screening roorr 
(35 seats) 
Live Performances 
Playwrights Premiere 
Theatre presents 
An Evening With the 
English Poets 
'ri., Feb. 18 and Sat., Feb 
19 at 7:30 p.m. 
General admission $15, 
Seniors/Students $12 
An Evening with the 
Presidents: 
The Role of the Executive 
And the Bill of Rights 
Sun., Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m. 
Adults $12, Children $6, 
Under 6 $3 
Macbeth 
Presented by the College of 
William And Mary's 
Department of English 
Mon., Feb. 28 at 7:30 p.m. 
General admission $12, 
Students $5 
O*won Hercules, Sack ^ 
"PmptrttfAAanagminP. i u dtiMwa Inc. J 
907 Richmond Road * WBllamsburg, Vrrgtnia 23185 
Phone: (757)229-6810 * Fax: (757) 229-8208 
Call Liz or B^fli to £aJi&0ule your tour. We will pick you up 
at your dorm. Now leasing for Fail 2005. 
TH 
■i2 Bedrooms - $750/Month 
*3 Bedrooms - $875/Month 
-All Appliances 
-1 1/2 Baths 
,-Washer/Diyer Hook-ups 
NDS Gove qirnre 
-2 Bedrooms - $775/Month 
-3 Bedrooms - $900/Month 
-Ail Appliances 
-2 Full Baths 
-Fireplace 
-Tennis Court 
^Laundry Facilities 
Both complexes are less than two miles 
from campus and now within walking distance to local bus 
service. To see floor plans, visit our website at 
www.wliliamsburgrentals.com. Equal Housing Opportunity 
iQthaniel Loehrke is an artist. 
He is an art major and film minor 
'and knows where the money is at. He 
^ has drawn Hulabaloo since he was a Dinwiddie 
freshman in 2001 and is now older. At six 
feet, 10 inches, Nate is officially the B.M.O.C. He plays 
basketball, banjo and hearts, all poorly. Following his birth 
in Kalamazoo, Mich., Charles Shultz passed him the torch 
saying, "The world needs cartoons. The world needs you." 
Every Thursday night you can catch him watching the J.C. 
His laundry list of loves includes his Grandma, the Caf and 
writing in the third person. Ninjas. 
Ife flat Hat 
February 18, 2005 
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Jhrvws@wm.edu 
Ladies and gents, he's 
still available. 
See page 14 
MASSIVE CONFUSION, SUPERB ACTING ABOUND IN BIRTHDAY PARTY 
BY MARGARET HOFFECKER 
FIAT HAT ASST. REVIEWS EDITOR 
• 
* Before the play even begins, the audience is given the impression 
tljat William and Mary Theatre Second Season's "The Birthday Party," 
djrected by Chris Boyd, will be simple: The set has only a window, sofa, 
chair, coffee table, dining table and four chairs surrounding it. A mirror 
and a framed picture are on the walls, and the bookshelves hold a few 
books and seashells. However, the moment that Meg (sophomore Kate 
Woodley) begins to speak in a voice that reminds one of Norman Bates's 
mother in "Psycho," the audience knows that this play will be anything 
but ordinary. 
» It's hard to say exactly what this play is about. The director keeps this a 
secret, and leaves it to the audience to figure out for him or herself. There 
are six characters in the play, which allowed each actor to devote as much 
time as possible into becoming his or her character. Each actor reflects 
this in the superb acting.  Not for a second does any actor come out of 
COURTESY PHOTO ♦THEATRE DEPARTMENT 
character, unless, of course, his character has a bit of a mood-swing issue 
(and at least two of them do). Petey (freshmen Tim Kaufman) is Meg's 
husband, and is a kind man who loves his wife and has a routine that he 
sticks to. Meg constantly seems to be in her own world, creating another 
universe or perhaps not even living in the present. Woodley mastered the 
glassy-eyed, far-off look of Meg, and shows the audience just how discon¬ 
nected she is with the world. 
As the play continues, the audience learns that it is not just Meg who 
is disconnected from reality. Stanley (senior David Gray) has lived in the 
boarding house that Meg and Petey own for about a year. The story of 
where he was before the boarding house is not entirely clear, but he tells 
the audience that he was a pianist who traveled the world. He used to be 
inspired, but as the years went by away from home, he found less to be 
inspired by, and now swings in and out of anger and complacency. He is, 
however, an individual, and generally does as he pleases. 
All of this changes when McCann (senior Russell Fenton) and 
Goldberg (sophomore Nic Rockwood) arrive and turn the already strange 
world into an even stranger one. It seems that Stanley knows them from 
his past, but the connection is unclear and he is not even sure if he knows 
them. McCann and Goldberg both wear suits for the duration of the film, 
differentiating them from the rest of the cast, and also perpetuating the 
image that they are no-nonsense businessmen. Goldberg is more of a 
relaxed smooth talker than McCann, who is often sitting up straight and 
acting somewhat robotically. For some reason, they practically torture 
Stan, sitting him down and asking him questions from both sides, ques¬ 
tions that are difficult to understand the meaning of and are asked so 
quickly that Stanley hardly has time to respond. 
Whenever another person enters the room, however, McCann and 
Goldberg return to their original business-like personalities. This is most 
apparent at the actual birthday party for Stanley. While Stanley states that 
it is not his birthday, Meg believes it to be, and because of her fondness 
for Stanley, a party is held in his honor. This gives the audience more of 
an opportunity to witness the interaction between characters that had not 
interacted before.  After a few drinks, Goldberg asks Lulu (sophomore 
Stanley (David Gray) becomes strangely harassed by shadowy figures.     See ^IRTHDAY' ♦ page 14 
Quaid shines in mixed 'Company' 
COURTESY PHOTOS ♦ THEATRE DEPARTMENT 
McCann (Russell Fenton) manipulates fragile-minded Stanley (David Gray). 
COURTESY PHOTO ♦ UNIVERSAL PICTURES 
Topher Grace and Dennis Quaid display unusual chemistry in director Paul Weitz's "In Good Company.' 
BY SCOTT HOFFMAI^ 
FLAT HAT STAFF WRITER 
Among the numerous trends in movie theaters 
that have become pet peeves of mine is the preva¬ 
lence of movie trailers that reveal practically the 
entire story line, at times to such a degree that it 
becomes entirely unnecessary to see the movie. If 
one were to believe that this applied to all movies 
then, based on the trailer for "In Good Company," 
one could conclude that it was going to be a standard 
romantic comedy, with the minor twist 
that the father (Dennis Quaid), from 
whom the boy (Topher Grace) must 
receive approval, happens to also be 
I ho man who has been demoted 
in order for the 
boy to continue 
his rise on the 
corporate 
ladder. 
It was, therefore, to my very pleasant surprise 
that this was not the average run of the mill romantic 
comedy. This is not to say that "In Good Company" 
is a thriller or a biting satire on corporate takeovers 
— the film is clearly entertaining fluff. However, 
"Company" does make the decision to focus not 
on the relationship between the boy and the girl 
(Scarlett Johansson), but instead on the relationship 
between the boy and the father, or rather between 
the new boss and his "awesome wingman," as Grace 
dubs Quaid's new role in the company. While this 
does, unfortunately, take screen time away from the 
always enchanting Johansson, the loss is accept¬ 
able due to Quaid and Grace's capabilities to create 
deeper shadings in a relationship that could have 
very easily devolved into a lesser version of "Meet 
the Parents" meets "Office Space." 
Topher Grace has proven he is equally adept at 
handling the lead, after proving his acting ability 
in smaller roles in "Traffic" and "Ocean's Eleven," 
with his nuanced portrayal of Carter Duryea. 
As Carter, Grace rises above cheap physical 
See 'COMPANY' ♦ page 14 
Just another formulaic male movie 
BY CHRISTINA TKACIK 
THE FLAT HAT 
Seeing this movie will only confirm what every 
William and Mary student already knows: 
With enough personahty and perse¬ 
verance, really unattractive guys 
can land really hot chicks. "No 
' mattef what, naMawenvho, no 
matter when," says Will Smith 
as Alex "Hitch" Kitchens, 
"date doctor" and patron 
saint of nerdy-but-hopeful 
causes, to assure his cli¬ 
ents. Hitch believes in the 
power of love, or some¬ 
thing, and, for a price, 
shares his irresistible 
Fresh     Prince 
charms with the bumbling bachelors 
of Manhattan, showing super models . 
that underneath that 300 pound exte¬ 
rior is a sweet, caring love-muffin 
and a lifetime of happiness. So boys, 
stop staring at Eva Mendes's booty 
and start taking notes: there is 
AlexHitchens (Will Smith) schools nerdy, hopele James) in the suave ways of seduction. •» 
Vamped teenage starlet seduces with sexy, crazy antics 
TALES OF 
OBSESSION 
Alejandro 
Salinas 
Lindsay Lohan. How do I even begin to 
explain Lindsay Lohan? Lindsay Lohan is a 
regulation hottie. She's teen royalty, if not the 
queen bee herself. She's always on the cover 
of US Weekly and I hear her hair is insured for 
$10,000. Lindsay Lohan is just so, so ... fetch! 
A Tina Fey movie, several rumors about too 
much partying (with the likes of Paris Hilton, 
Tara Reid and other slut-faced ho-bags), a 
recording contract and a visit to the hospital is 
all it took for Lohan to become a staple figure. 
She went from being a Hilary Duff wannabe 
to trampling over the innocent 'Maguire' star 
in a much-publicized romantic brawl over... 
Aaron Carter?! OK, so she isn't flawless. 
She's got weird taste in men (hello, Wilmer? 
Oh, Lindsay, what were you on at the time?), 
her choice of future projects is objectionable 
(that is, if she wants to be taken seriously) 
and lately, well, lately she's been looking like 
a total slut — have you seen her latest music 
video for "Over"? Let's just say that the fabu¬ 
lous but evil Regina George looks like a nun 
in companson. 
So she's gone all slutty, so what? It's not 
like she's the first Disney protege to "mature." 
Britney went from high school temptress/ 
sweetheart to M.I.L.F. in training (as expressed 
on her now infamous t-shirt) alongside that 
Federline dancing monkey and Christina 
— after a stint as Twisted Sister's alter ego 
— got all greasy, naked and pierced for her 
reincarnation as filthy, man-eater Xtina. 
We've seen all this happen too many times 
before to be shocked or even act surprised. 
So what is it about Lindsay Lohan that puts 
her in a separate category from her skankified 
contemporaries? For one, she's irresistibly 
lovable even as the biggest of bitches; it's 
not until Cady goes plastic in "Mean Girls" 
that audiences are drawn to her character and 
consequently to Lohan. She's just too damn 
fabulous. And say, unlike with Britney, who 
we just plain hate, or Christina, who we just 
don't care about, we actually looove to hate 
Lindsay. Sure, her big jugs might be part of 
the draw — at least for guys — but you've got 
to admit (even all you Lindsay haters), she's 
got lots of charm, if not quite a personality. 
She's a drama queen but at least she confesses 
toil. 
Her life is a circus and watching it unfold 
is another part of the pleasure. Who doesn't 
appreciate a messy train wreck? She's not 
even 20 and she's already had more runs to 
the hospital (two and counting) than crazy 
Mariah, I mean, Mimi Carey, her dad is utterly 
insane — an entire column, no make that two 
columns could be devoted to what he's said 
about Lindsay — and her friendships and 
social lifestyle are bound to generate even 
more talk. In fact, as you read this column, 
Lindsay is probably out there drink binging or 
party-hopping the Hollywood scene. You've 
got to admire her resilience and stamina. 
Admittedly, I'm a bigger fan of "Mean 
Girls" Lindsay rather than "Speak" Lindsay; 
singing is not exactly her forte, as evidenced 
by her horrible single "Rumors." Her next 
single is more tolerable, but only slightly. She 
should definitely consider sticking to acting, 
but as long as she remains in the public eye, 
I'll refrain from complaining too much. She 
might be sick of hearing rumors about herself, 
but I sure as hell am not. 
I will say that, while she might be Maxim 
or FHM cover material nowadays, I miss 
the cheeky tenderness of "Drama Queen" 
and the innocent cattiness of "Mean Girls." 
I miss baby fat Lindsay, I do. But regardless 
of what she does or how she looks, I heart 
Lindsay Lohan. Even when I want to smack 
some sense into her, I love her. She infuses m>v 
live with frivolousness and I feel no guilt in 
taking delight in her unfortunate antics. Plus, 
I picked up crucial slang and new terminology 
like "fugly" and "word vomit" thanks to her 
movie. See, she can also be an educator! 
Alejandro Salinas is the Flat Hat Reviews 
Editor. He's not a stalker, but he's gonna 
perform some "African voodoo " to get 
Lindsay to give him a call. 
v> Buzz 
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HOLLYWOOD   GOSSIP 
HIGH NOTES 
Flunk — Morning Star 
Norwegian pop synth trio that first gained notoriety with their cover of 
"Blue Monday" (way better than Orgy's version), Flunk sounds like a less 
experimental, but no less alluring Bjork. Add in some acoustic tracks and 
what you get is one ethereal album comparable to AIR's best. "Blind my 
Mind" is undoubtedly the album's gem. 
— compiled by alejandro salinas 
BILLBOARD TOP 10 
1. The Documentary — The Game 
2. All The Best - Tina Ttarner 
3. American Idiot — Green Day 
4. Be As You Are: Songs From An Old Blue Chair - 
5. Get Lifted — John Legend 
6. Red, White & Crue — Motley Crue 
7. Encore — Eminem 
8. Grammy Nominees 2005 — Various Artists 
9. Crunk Juice — Lil Jon & The East Side Boyz 
10. Confessions — Usher 
Kenny Chesney 
Britney and Kevin calling it quits? 
Less than six months after Britney 
Spears and Kevin Federline tied the 
knot, rumors are already flying of a 
troubled marriage. The claims stated 
that Britney was furious with Federline 
spending too much time in Las Vegas 
with his friends, but after a magazine 
interview, it seems that the rumors are 
completely false. Britney and Kevin say 
they'll "be together forever." However, 
the fact that the marriage has already 
lasted longer than her first nuptials is a 
good sign for the couple. 
Law postpones marriage 
Hunk Jude Law has finally 
convinced sexy flame and "Alfie" co- 
star Sienna Miller to postpone their 
marriage plans indefinitely. The couple 
got engaged on Christmas last year and 
Miller quickly began planning out the 
details for the wedding. However, Law, 
who just recently ended a turbulent 
marriage, opted not to rush things and 
delay the wedding plans. In a recent 
interview Law admitted that he and 
Miller "could be engaged for years. If 
we do wed, it will be well away from 
the press." 
Christina Aguilera to wed 
Yawn. Trying once more to upstage 
long-time rival Britney Spears, 
Christina Aguilera plans to walk 
down the isle with long time Jordan 
Bratman. A partner in the talent 
agency that represents the raunchy 
star, Bratman presented "Dirrty" 
Aguilera a $114,000 diamond ring 
during a romantic dinner. The star's 
publicist confirmed the news but stated 
that "No wedding plans have been set 
yet." This is will be Aguilera's first 
marriage, but doubtedly her last. 
J.Lo cancels European tour 
Sexy Jennifer Lopez won't be able 
to promote her latest film "Shall We 
Dance" and her album promotional tour 
after recently being struck by a strange 
illness. Only days after performing at. 
the Grammy's alongside hubby Marc 
Anthony, Lopez issued a statement 
saying " I very much wanted to be in 
London today, but unfortunately I am 
not well ... Please accept my sincerest 
apologies as I have to remain in L.A." 
—compiled by margaret hoffecker 
and alejandro salinas 
Wes Charlton's album production proves more 'bitter' than 'sweet' 
BY JOE RIIPPI 
FLAT HAT STAFF WRITER 
There is an old man who strums a ukelele and sings folk songs on the 
sidewalks of the Capitol Hill district in Seattle. His name is Ted Younger. 
In a photograph taken by local photographer William Anthony, Younger 
is shown smiling and strumming, old age hunching his back slightly. He 
wears a red flannel shirt and khaki vest. In the background, a middle-aged 
hands-in-pockets Seattleite watches, listens. 
Ted Younger's appeal to that middle-aged man, and to most anyone who 
passes him on the street, is his intimacy and sincerity. A man who has lived 
and loved in a place for as long as Younger will form an attachment. He 
makes of himself a universal affability and kindness. 
•?Wes Charlton's new record, "American Bittersweet," succeeds best in 
life moments when Charlton draws his listener in close. Like Ted Younger 
d^es on his street comers, Charlton has the ability to bring his listener a 
sense of comfort and pleasure at times. These moments of intimacy and 
honest lyrics are juxtaposed with moments of lush production, from banjo 
and fiddle to sampler and synth, immediately calling to mind those grand 
influences of Wilco, early Ryan Adams and later Jayhawks. 
!* As it is the first fully-realized record (it's his third, really) by a young 
recording artist (Charlton is currently a senior at the College), it has its 
fair share of hits and misses. Listening to "American Bittersweet," one 
has to consider it as a whole. The album succeeds best when it is taken 
as^a complete form, for there is a strong dualism between production and 
iotimacy. 
Charlton's lyrics are consistently strong throughout the record. However, 
sometimes the lyrical intimacy is pushed back in favor of production, 
which, while also much more accomplished than one would expect from 
anyone still in college — the organs in the breakdown of opener "Two 
Dying Stars" are sweeping and gorgeous, as is the triumphant entrance of 
drums over piano in "Take it and Run" — is not as accomplished as the 
lyrics. The production does not always further the song itself. For example, 
the lyrics of "Two Dying Stars" are solidly good: "All I've known is all 
I've been shown/ So pick up the telephone and call someone/ Who actually 
might give a damn." However, there is so much reverb on Charlton's voice 
that the song itself becomes more about the sound than the composition. 
Several other times on the record, the production and lyrics work 
together, complementing each other to create truly beautiful moments. 
The best examples of this are the tracks "Angels and Air," "Promised 
Land" and "To be Found." AJ1 very different songs, both in composition 
and sound, each is not only pleasant to hear, biit pleasant to hear again and 
again. In truth, these three tracks, especially in the context of the rest of the 
record, stand out as intimations of a hopeful future for Charlton. 
There is a moment in "Angels and Air," toward the end, when Charlton 
sings, "It's hard to hold onto someone who's just not there/ With all the 
angels in the air watching over you/ And they sing la la la la la, you 
are safe now." A distant voice sings a sort of electronic harmony with 
Charlton, a stark contrast to the piano accompaniment tat started the song, 
and the entrance of that harmony is beautiful, hits, works. 
The other two stand-out tracks, "Promised Land" and "To be Found," 
succeed more than any other tracks because the production is much sim¬ 
pler, acoustic guitars and banjo, and the intimate quality in Charlton's 
songs is allowed to exist right at the surface. Charlton is more at home in 
these tracks, and thus the listener is as well. 
The production during moments of "American Bittersweet" can cloud 
COURTESY PHOTO ♦ END OF THE ROAD RECORDS 
Wes Charlton's newest album is enjoyable, if not exactly great. 
the best parts of the songs; while by no means bad, it is simply not as good- 
as the standard that great songs like "To Be Found" set. 
All in all, Charlton's new record is enjoyable to Usten to. With time 
and maturity, Charlton may be able to find a way to mesh his intimacy and 
production for a complete record. When he does, we'll all hear about it. 
You can check out "American Bittersweet" at the listening post in Plan 9 
music. Tell them you go to the College, and get 10 percent off. < 
'COMPANY' 
FROM PAGE 13  
humor and presents a character 
who, while certainly enjoying the 
trappings that his rise has afforded 
him, begins to realize he is miss¬ 
ing something, not only at work, 
but in life as well. In a character 
that could have easily turned into 
a sappily repentant yuppie, Grace 
avoids such pitfalls. His transfor¬ 
mation from business wunderkind 
to  one  longing  for one's  own 
place in the world is seamless. 
Quaid shows equal aplomb 
handling the character of Dan 
Foreman, a man who has worked 
as a magazine ad-man his entire 
career and who still works on 
a handshake and personal con¬ 
tact — concepts that are initially 
hard for Duryea to understand. In 
recent years, with such films as 
"Any Given Sunday" and "The 
Rookie," Quaid has practically 
revitalized his career and, while 
one wishes he had the opportunity 
to play more ambiguous charac¬ 
ters (such as his role in "Far From 
Heaven"), he plays the role of 
hero so effortlessly that one has 
no need to complain. 
"In Good Company" was writ¬ 
ten and directed by Paul Weitz, 
who also did "About A Boy." 
Sadly, "In Good Company" does 
not have the wit or complexity of 
"About A Boy," nor does it have 
the same breadth of fully fleshed- 
out characters. Save for Foreman, 
Duryea and Foreman's daughter 
Alex (Johansson), the rest of the 
characters are practically cookie 
ASH 
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cutters: the loving wife, the slimy 
yes-man, etc. 
It is as if Weitz spent all of his 
efforts ensuring quality scenes of 
growth and meaning for Grace 
and Quaid, leaving nothing for 
the remainder of the story. While 
this prevents "Company" from 
rising above mere entertainment, 
it does not spoil the pure good 
feeling one has by the end of the 
film. Sometimes a film is worth 
the six to seven dollars one spends 
to watch escapist entertainment, 
and this is one of those films. It 
is almost good enough to make 
me forgive the "pre-show count¬ 
down." Almost. 
'BIRTHDAY' 
FROM PAGE 13 
Emily Bever) to sit on his lap, and Goldberg truly shows off his smooth- 
talking skills. On the other side of the set, Meg and McCann talk, and in the 
middle sits Stanley, not moving, not interacting. Everything goes on around 
him, but he doesn't participate at all. The play sends the message that every¬ 
one should know who they are and where they come from, and to remain 
individuals no matter what. 
This is not your ordinary play. The audience can actually feel the emotion 
that every character portrays, and the play is certainly both intense and calm 
at the same time. There is no obvious message, and Boyd wanted it to be 
that way. He did not want the play to be anything in particular, but what it 
most definitely is, is bizarre: bizarre, funny, incomprehensible, and certainly 
worth the time to see it, if not only for Meg's craziness. It makes the audi¬ 
ence wonder if anything around themselves exists, and, for just a second, 
doubt that it does. 
MALE 
FROM PAGE 13 
wisdom in his words. Listen to us! Respond to what we 
say! Move in 90 percent for the first kiss — No more, 
no less! 
Hitch knows all. According to the movie, he was 
a big nerd himself in the '80s (like Urkel without the 
voice), fell in love with a bodacious babe and had his 
heart broken. This was when he learned the error of his 
openly-adoring ways, became one smooth playa and 
decided to devote his life to helping the loserly lovelorn 
in pursuit of beautiful women. 
Of course, he himself floats from gal to gal until, 
that is, Sarah Melas (Eva Mendes), a workaholic gos¬ 
sip columnist, comes along. She's Modelo-drinking, 
earring-less and unapproachable, but Hitch knows that 
deep down inside she's just afraid of love. He's smitten, 
and with minor coaxing smites right back with his fresh 
skillz. At the same time, he takes on his biggest career 
challenge yet: Albert, played by Kevin James of the tv- 
show "King of Queens." Al's clutzy, clueless and huge 
... and in love with famous, gorgeous heiress Allegra 
Cole (Amber Valetta). Helping him win her heart. Hitch 
says, will be the Sistine Chapel equivalent in his career 
as a date doc. 
And of course, nothing goes according to Hitch's 
plan. His romantic plots to woo Sarah go pathetically 
wrong, as do attempts to prevent Albert from letting 
loose his dance moves on a first date with Allegra. But 
no matter — both women are charmed by the men's 
sincere doofiness. And how could they not be? At then- 
lowest, the guys are genuinely adorable and pitifully 
hilarious — nothing wins laughs like nerds in love. 
Things go well until the ever-diligent Sarah, in a 
quest for the next big scoop, uncovers their scheming. 
She naturally assumes that Hitch uses his powers for 
evil, not good, and that he's just as slimy as all the other 
cheeseballs she's dated, and things go horribly wrong 
in an un-funny way. "This is why falling in love is so 
goddamned hard!" Smith laments; people find out that 
men pay you to help them seduce women and automati¬ 
cally assume the worst. He must prove the purity of his 
intentions to both Sarah and Allegra and recover from 
the sting of Sarah's judgements — and her rep-ruining 
column. 
It's about as predictable and formulaic as they come; 
but if that really bothered anyone, blockbusters wouldn't 
exist. Besides, both Smith and James are funny and vul¬ 
nerable — their intentions are good and they deserve the 
loves of their lives, dangit! (But no fat chicks, please. 
It's a man's world, director Andy Tennant shows us, and 
deep down inside, men are still really shallow.) 
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Smashing eighth inning secures win 
v. ^* 
BY^*3ADEUNE WoLFERT 
THB, FLAT HAT 
!]Baseball started the season off right this past weekend at 
the! home opener at Plumeri Park versus the Georgetown 
University Hoyas and kept it rolling as they faced the 
Norfolk State University Spartans Wednesday. 
';  "We've come into this sea¬ 
son with as much experience 
in the lineup as the program 
has ever returned, and with that 
comes   some   high   expecta¬ 
tions," senior shortstop Kyle 
Padgett said. 
These expectations were 
fulfilled and exceeded as the 
Tribe   dominated,   starting 
the season off undefeated 
at 3-0. 
The Tribe earned its 
third straight home victory Feb. 15 over the Spartans. 
The final score of 12-2 secured freshman pitcher 
Patrick Kantakevich's first career win. Grabbing a 
lead for W&M in the first inning, junior rightfielder 
Chris Rahl singled and pushed home, and senior catch¬ 
er Mike DeCarlo hit his second homerun of the year. In 
the third, the Spartans managed to tie but were rebuked 
by a homerun from senior centerfielder Terry Revere, 
and a second homerun by DeCarlo that brought Rahl 
home and the score up to 5-2, Tribe. By the sixth 
Look ahead 
Who: 
Rutgers 
University1 
Date: 
Today 
Where: 
Plumeri Park 
Time: 
3 Pi-m. 
W&M led by 9-2, and solidified the victory 
with three more runs. 
Ultimately, the Tribe had 
11   hits   to   Norfolk 
State's six, as Rahl 
finished with four 
hits in five at bats, 
DeCarlo   recorded 
3-4k.with four RBI 
and'two home runs, 
Terry   Revere   hom¬ 
ered for the third consecu¬ 
tive game while sophomore 
Men's tennis 
stri kes back 
BY HEATHER IRELAND 
ALLISON VEINOTE ♦ THE FLAT HAT 
infielder Brent McWhorter, Padgett and Rhymes assisted. The season opener at 
Plumeri Park on Feb. 12 ended in victory for the Tribe, with a win of 21-11 over 
the Hoyas. The Tribe accumulated 13 hits throughout the game. Tribe freshman 
pitcher Jake Rule earned his first career win, giving up just two hits while strik¬ 
ing out two. In the sixth, homers by DeCarlo and Revere, and a triple by junior 
infielder Lunardi gave W&M their first lead in the game, 9-8. Down again 
11-9 in the bottom of the eighth, W&M scored 12 runs as the team sent 15 
men to the plate. 
"That inning not only put that game away but it also gave us an 
obvious edge coming back on Sunday," Padgett said. 
The two-game series culminated in a win of 11-0 over the 
Hoyas on Sunday. "I think defensively we did a great 
job of making the routine plays, which allowed our 
pitching staff to put us in a position to win," 
Rahl said. W&M pitchers held up their end 
of the deal as sophomore 
pitcher Michael LeFleur, 
a        lefthander, 
allowed     only 
three hits-singles- over six score¬ 
less innings, earning his first career victory. Junior 
pitchers Paul Knackstedt, Joe Mante, and Joe Roenker each 
pitched scoreless innings of relief. 
Offensively, the Tribe dominated completely. Sophomore third base¬ 
man Greg Sexton, junior first baseman/outfielder Jeff Lunardi and 
sophomore infielder Brent McWhorter each scored two runs. W&M 
initially gained a 2-0 lead in the second as Revere smashed a two- 
run homer to left field. In the bottom of the third, Padgett hit a 
base-clearing double, increasing the Tribe's lead to 5-0, with 
later hits to lead to the final score of 11-0. 
Kyle Padgett was named CAA Baseball Player of 
the Week for his performances in the two-game series 
against Georgetown, recording a total of three hits, all 
doubles, in six at bats and nine RBIs. 
"I was just fortunate enough to come to the 
plate in situations where the guys in front 
of me worked hard to get on base and 
got some big hits. I got some good 
pitches to hit because of that and was 
fortunate enough to hit the ball hard 
and find some holes," Padgett said. 
Men's gymnastics 
sweep competition 
Look ahead 
What: 
James 
Madison 
University 
Date: 
Feb. 27 
Where: 
W&M Hall 
Time: 
3 p.m. 
BY KRISTEN GAIDISH 
THE FLAT HAT 
The men's gymnastics team was all business as 
they swept the competition this past Sunday, defeat¬ 
ing James Madison University and taking every 
individual event title. Excited to compete in front 
of a home crowd, the men 
looked supremely confi¬ 
dent as they attained their 
highest team score of the 
season, 208.5, nearly fout 
points above their previouS- 
best. James Madison trailetf 
the Tribe with a score of- 
186.8. 
Junior Ramon Jackson* 
had a superb competition/ 
capturing three individual" 
event titles and placing sec- • 
ond in the all-around. Jackson tied junior captain' 
Owen Nicholls for first place on floor with a score of' 
8.9 — a season high for both Nicholls and Jackson. • 
Jackson also had a personal best for this season on' 
vault, scoring a 9.3 to win the event. Senior captain' 
i 
Stephen Douglass swung to near perfection on the- 
high bar to tie Jackson for first place with a score of > 
8.85 — a season best for Douglass. 1 
Also taking top honors for the Tribe was fresh-1 
man Aaron Ingram. Ingram continued his successfuh 
rookie campaign by winning two individual titles on 
parallel bars and pommel horse. Recording an 8.9 om 
pommel horse and an 8.65 on parallel bars, Ingraitf 
put together his two best routines of the season. He 
also had a personal best on the still rings with a score. 
of 8.4 to place fifth in the event. - -- 
Other highlights for W&M included junior Jeff 
Jaekle's performance on the still rings. Jaekle suc¬ 
ceeded in winning his first title of the year with a sea-, 
son-high score of 8.9. Junior Matt Elson put together, 
See MEN'S GYMNASTICS ♦ page 16 
FLAT HAT STAFF WRITER 
Look ahead 
Who: 
Harvard 
University 
Date: 
Feb.26 
Where: 
MNTC 
Time: 
9 a.m. 
Men's tennis, ranked 63rd in the nation after this 
past weekend, lost their match against the University 
of Alabama only to come back with a win against 
James Madison University. The Tribe has a 3-6 over- 
   all record and a 1-0 record 
for the CAA. 
"This past weekend's 
games were a good test 
for us," freshman Matt 
Rubenstein said. "It proved 
to us that we are right up 
there with the top 30 teams 
in the country, with our 
close one with Alabama, 
and our win against James 
Madison proved that we can 
close out matches. We just 
have to have that confidence every match." 
Sunday morning the Tribe picked up the team point 
for doubles after senior Sean Kelleher and freshman 
Kavi Sud won their match 8-6, followed by seniors 
Alex Fish and Jeff Kader finishing off their opponents 
9-8(4). Although singles did not go as well for W&M, 
freshman Alex Cojanu came out with a definite win, 
and Kader won two of his three sets, earning W&M 
another two points. The Tribe eventually lost to the 
Crimson Tide by the close score of 4-3. 
"We felt that the entire team executed well and just 
got a bit unlucky near the end," Sud said. "However, 
we feel extremely confident in the upcoming matches 
and feel that we are on the right track." 
That same Sunday JMU fell to W&M with a 
score of 5-2, earning the Tribe their first conference 
win.  The Tribe  swept  all  three doubles  matches. 
See MEN'S TENNIS ♦ page 16 
= .■* .BY_MIKE SHERIVIAN 
THE FLAT HAT 
In a 24-point, eight-rebound performance 
from sophomore Corey Cofield, men's 
basketball routed an over-matched James 
Madison University squad 80-54 at W&M 
^^^^^^^^_    Hall Feb. 16. 
Look ahead 
Tribe basketball dupes JMU Dukes 
Who: 
Old 
Dominion 
University 
Date: 
Tomorrow 
Where: 
W&M Hall 
Time: 
3 p.m. 
The Tribe, 
coming off a 
heartbreaking 
104-99 double- 
overtime loss to 
George Mason 
University, 
rebounded with 
an inspired 
effort, in which 
they completely 
outplayed the 
Dukes, thanks in 
part to a stifling defense that limited James 
Madison to just eight of 23 attempted shots 
in the second half. 
"Our number one priority tonight was 
post defense," Head Coach Tony Shaver said. 
"We did a much better job of that tonight 
than we have in recent games. I think all of 
those guys, Corey [Cofield], Hawley [Smith], 
were great defensively, and Nate [Loehrke] 
and Brian Hutt gave us great minutes off the 
bench too." 
After a gaining a seven-point advantage 
at the half, the Tribe broke the game open 
after the intermission. Cofield led the charge 
with a three-point play on a beautiful jumper 
off the glass and followed with a steal and 
two more free throws. Cofield scored 15 of 
his game-high 24 points in the second half, 
and W&M extended its lead to 21 by the 13 
mihiitesl S seconds mark. 
The Tribe kept the pressure on. Although 
James Madison cut the Tribe's lead to 15 
points with 11 minutes left to play, W&M 
was able to open up a 23-point lead when a 
technical foul assessed on JMU coach Dean 
Keener allowed freshman forward Laimis 
Kisielius to bury two free throws. W&M 
coasted from there on out, never letting their 
lead dip below 18 points. 
Kisielius scored 12 points, including nine 
in the second half, and senior guard Nick 
D'Antoni led the team with five assists. 
The Tribe also dominated the boards, out- 
rebounding the Dukes 39-26. Ray Barbosa 
led JMU with 19 points. 
The win snapped a six-game losing streak 
for W&M, but even after the game was well 
in hand, Tony Shaver insisted upon perfect 
execution. After a bad pass with 3:28 to 
play, the coach stomped along the sidelines, 
despite the Tribe's holding a 24-point lead. 
"We got a 20-pomt lead, and then we 
wasted some possessions on sloppy play," 
Shaver said. "But then we finished the game 
like champions. We've got to learn to finish 
the game like winners and not just be happy 
with where we are." 
With the win, the Tribe (6-18, 2-13 
CAA) avenged a 55-47 loss to the Dukes in 
Harrisonburg on Jan. 12 and secured their 
second conference win of the season. For 
James Madison (4-19,2-13), it was their sev¬ 
enth straight loss. 
W&M returns to action Saturday at 
W&M Hall against first-place Old Dominion 
University (23^t, 13-2). It will be the last 
home game of the season, and the last home 
game ever for seniors Nick D'Antoni and 
Reid Markham. 
ALLISON VK1NOTE ,IM FLAFHAT 
Senior guard Nick D'Antoni out maneuvers his opponent in the game. 
Wild west will dominate east in NBA All-star game 
FROM THE 
SIDELINES 
Carl 
Siegmund 
This Sunday in Denver, Colo, the NBA's finest 
will play in the Ail-Star game. Unlike last week¬ 
end's NFL Pro Bowl, the game will be more inter¬ 
esting and less anti-climatic. Nothing matters after 
the Super Bowl and Pro Bowl because the season 
is over. A lot matters after Sunday in the NBA. It 
is the midpoint in the season, and already there 
have been many surprises, with new teams emerg¬ 
ing in the playoff hunt and once dominant-teams 
now struggling. So, who will make the playoffs, 
and who has what it takes to win? 
Right now, the best team in the western con¬ 
ference and NBA is the San Antonio Spurs. I 
believe that if the playoffs were held today, they 
would win the championship. They have a solid 
post game anchored by Tim Duncan, and vet¬ 
eran leadership including guys like Brent Barry. 
Superstar Duncan is also perfectly complemented 
by rising stars Tony Parker and Manu Ginobili. 
These are the main reasons they are better than 
the Phoenix Suns. Phoenix is anchored by point 
guard Steve Nash, who had a record of success 
while at Dallas, but his supporting cast is relative¬ 
ly young and inexperienced. I feel that defense 
wins championships, and despite an effective 
offense. Phoenix still has problems on the other 
side of the ball. When I think of the Suns, I think 
of the Mavericks and Kings of years past. Both 
could shoot and score well but lacked defense 
stoppers. The biggest surprise in the west this 
year is Seattle. The Supersonics have climbed to 
the top of the Northwest division, backed by the 
solid play of Ray Allen and Rashard Lewis. In 
the meantime they are leaving preseason favorite 
Minnesota in their wake. The Supersonics will 
be a strong contender against the Spurs and Suns 
in the playoffs. 
In the eastern conference, the best team is the 
Miami Heat. Led by Shaq and rising superstar 
Dwayne Wade, the Heat are 27-4 against eastern 
conference foes, and 12-10 against the west. I 
am not surprised to see Detroit in second place 
after winning the NBA Finals last year. They play 
solid team defense. On offense no one player 
stands out too much, and everybody carries a 
load of the scoring. This is probably why the 
Pistons are only sending one representative to the 
All-Star game this year, when they have several 
guys who deserve a spot on the roster. 
The biggest surprise in the east this year is the 
Chicago Bulls' squad. No one predicted that this 
franchise, which has struggled since Air Jordan 
retired, would be able to turn it around. The core 
of the Bulls is very young, and all have come 
from winning programs in college. Rookies Luol 
Deng and Chris Duhon (Duke University), Ben 
Gordon (University of Connecticut) and second- 
year guard Kirk Hinrich (University of Kansas) * 
are all helping to end the culture of losing that ', 
exists in Chicago. ] 
This year the balance of power between west' 
and east has shifted to the east. The all-star gam§ 
is not likely to be a blowout, but the west, whiclj 
has won four of the last give games, will win 
once again this year. Many people will claim that 
this proves the west is still the dominant power. 
All it means, however, is that the biggest offen¬ 
sive superstars are in the west, but if more good 
defensive teams (i.e. Pistons) from the east are in 
the playoffs, don't be so sure that a western team 
will win the NBA Finals. Offense wins All-Star 
games, and defense wins championships. Take 
your pick. 
Carl Siegmund is the sports columnist for The 
Flat Hat. He is not receiving money under the . 
table from the eastern conference. 
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Club Gymnastics 
Life Sports: Get Involved — compiled by chris adorns 
The club gymnastics team meets three days a week on Monday, 
Wednesday and Thursday. Practices are officially from 9 to 10:30 p.m., 
though some members come in as early as 7 p.m. in order to get in a 
good three and a half hours. The club meets in the basement of W&M 
Hall. 
According to Club President Amie Rowland, gymnastics is not only 
a fun sport to watch on television, but it is also a great sport to view 
live. The team uses a wide range of equipment for practicing. The 
women use the balance beams and uneven bars; the men use the high 
bar, parallel bars, pommel horse and rings. Both women and men use 
the vault and floor. 
The experience and ability of the club members vary. Four or five 
of the members competed in high school, reaching levels seven and 
eight. Levels range from one to 10; gymnasts above level 10 compete 
in the "elite" category. 
The club travels to a few competitions each year. Last year they 
went to Ypsilanti, Mich, for a national competition. A member of the 
club took seventh place on the balance beam. Likewise, last year in a 
meet against JMU and other schools, the W&M club took first place 
in three out of the four women's events.  This April the club plans to 
ALL: Members of the gymnastics club prac¬ 
tice Thursday evening in the basement of 
W&M Hall. The club is eager to gain ex¬ 
posure in the W&M community. 
attend a meet in Georgia. 
If you are interested in joining the 
gymnastics club, no previous experience 
is required. The club members are more 
than willing to instruct beginners in basic 
skills. Practices are fairly informal and are 
conducive to visitors coming in and talking 
about the club. 
"Gymnastics is a great way to stay 
in shape and have fun at the same time. 
It would be great if we could get more 
students involved in our club," Rowland 
said. "If there are people out there who are 
interested in gymnastics, they should stop 
by practice, even if just to watch." 
Amie Rowland provided the information 
in this section. 
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a solid performance to take the all- 
around title with a score of 50.75. Not 
far behind Elson was Jackson, taking 
second place with his all-time best of 
50.5. Sophomore Dave Ridings also 
had his career best all-around score, 
finishing third with 48.8. 
Three other individuals had sur¬ 
prise breakthrough performances for 
the Tribe. Senior Chris Renjilian, a 
two-time Academic Ail-American, 
proved that his work in the gym is 
paying off. 
He scored a career high 8.95 
on the vault to capture a fourth- 
place finish, eclipsing his previous 
best mark on the vault by half a 
point. Sophomore Gustav Lindquist 
showed that he is ready to compete 
after being hampered by various 
injuries in his freshman season. 
*'*.£ 
The University Studies Abroad Consortium, with 
programs in 24 countries, allows students to master 
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by the experience of living in a foreign land. 
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He landed a near-perfect vault to 
receive his all-time high score on the 
event, 9.0, capturing second place, 
and he also received his personal- 
best score on the floor exercise with 
8.55. Senior Rupert Egan also had 
an outstanding routine on the pom¬ 
mel horse with a personal best score 
of 8.40 and a fifth-place finish. 
The men now look to use this 
meet as a turning point in their sea¬ 
son. 
"The next step for us is to keep 
the consistency and to begin to work 
on the finer points of our routines 
and performances," Head Coach 
Cliff Gauthier said. 
The Tribe will now look to 
increase their standing in the nation¬ 
al rankings, as they have already 
moved up one spot from the previ¬ 
ous week to 14th place with their 
outstanding home debut. 
The men's gymnastics team has a 
week off before returning to compe¬ 
tition at James Madison University. 
Pick your future 
career: 
a) Unemployed 
politician 
b) Cubicle 
worker in a 
striped tie 
c) Interviewer 
for Locker 
Room 
If you're 
interested in 
option (c) you 
should e-mail 
fhsprt@wm.edu 
endar 
Feb. 19 to Feb. 25 
— compiled by chris adams 
Saturday 
♦ Women's and men's track and field participate in the Mason 
Invitational in Fairfax, Va. Did you know that the Badminton club 
not only meets Monday and Tuesday, but also today from 2:15 to 
4:30 p.m. in Adair Gymnasium? Chris really suggests you try out 
the Badminton club. 
Sunday 
♦ Men's baseball hopes to continue their winning streak in 
their game against Rutgers University. The Tribe plays in 
Plumeri Park at 1 p.m. Women's basketball will vie against Old 
Dominion University in W&M Hall at 2 p.m. Two major events 
at home — could you ask for more? 
Monday 
♦   Men's golf goes through its first trial of the season with the 
Charleston Southern Universeity Spring Kickoff in S.C. 
Tuesday 
♦ Men's golf continues its play at the CSU Spring Kickoff. Have we 
mentioned that Badminton club meets from 9:15 to 11 p.m.? 
Wednesday 
♦ The main event of the swimming season, the CAA Championships, 
starts today in Fairfax, Va. Both the men's and women's teams 
compete in this all-important event. The swimming starts at 
10 a.m. Also away, the men's basketball team fights Virginia 
Commonwealth University in Richmond, Va. at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday 
♦ CAA Championships continue for men's and women's swim¬ 
ming. The competition is fierce, but look for break-out perfor¬ 
mances from the Tribe. In celebration of "Love Your Body Week," 
the Recreation Center is offering a free master kickboxing class at 
7:30 p.m. Door prizes will be included in the fiin. 
Friday 
♦ Tribe baseball hosts Radford University in a three-game series. 
The homeruns begin at 3 p.m. in Plumeri Park. 
If you would like your sport 
(varsity, club or intramural) to appear 
on the sports calendar, 
e-mail fhsprt@wm.edu by 5 p.m. Wednesday. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
FROM PAGE 15 
easily closing out their opponents 
with the closest match determined 
by five points. In singles, sopho¬ 
more Colin O'Brien shut out his 
competition with Fish following 
with a win, after letting his oppo¬ 
nent score just one point. 
Rubenstein secured the vic¬ 
tory, losing his first set and then 
coming back strong in his last 
two. Kader also earned a point for 
the Tribe and played what Head 
Coach Peter Daub claims may be 
his best match so far this year. 
"We came out strong in our 
second match against James 
Madison," Kader said. "It would 
have been easy to sit back and feel 
sorry for ourselves, but we took 
them out. As long as we stay posi¬ 
tive and keep improving, the wins 
are going to start coming." 
Daub, now in his 12th sea¬ 
son coaching men's tennis at 
the College, was recently hon¬ 
ored as one of the 20 "Selected 
Outstanding Graduates of the 
Sport and Recreation Program" 
at Temple University, where he 
earned his graduate degree in 
1986. 
Twice in the past six years, 
Daub has been named CAA Coach 
of the Year and has coached W&M 
to conference championship finals 
four of the past six seasons. 
"We fought exceptionally well 
against both competitors this week¬ 
end, and I was proud of the energy 
and attitude the team brought onto 
the court," Daub saicl. "They have 
been playing well, which is a 
tribute to their practice and hard 
work." 
Although men's tennis had a 
shaky start to its 20Q5 season, 
everyone on the team remains opti¬ 
mistic for the upcoming matches. 
At the moment they are focusing 
on their matches against Harvard 
University's No. 31 team Feb. 
26 at 9 a.m. and George Mason 
University at 1:30 p.m. 
"With the long season and great 
schedule that we have, it is easy to 
look ahead at CAAs or set goals 
for NCAAs," Rubenstein said. 
"As a team I believe we are tak¬ 
ing a different approach and, even 
though we have those goals in 
mind, we are just trying to enjoy 
ourselves, keep training hard and 
play every match as if it [were] the 
start of a new season." 
